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Holland City News.
VOL. V.-NO.

llu

HOLLAND,

35.

RE

VT

a weezlyTewspapeb,

M., Dental Surgeon ; residence, and
office on Eighth street, oppositeBakkcr A

Van Kaalte.

*

A NNIS A BHOEK, dealers In Drugs. Medltinns,
iV Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries, Paints and Oils, Ac. Eighth street.

E0ESBUR&, Editor and

TUBS

Of 3W3CI!?TIOh!-42.00 pirfurla Atmei.

Pnblisher.

ivl

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, MedIclncs,Fancy Goods. Toilet Articles and Per-

fumeries. Eighth street.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
wonths.

Square ...............

v

800
10
17
25
40
63

00

ERT8CH, D.

I)

Li

and Deaths pub-

before the Subscriber'* name will denote
Ohe expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

In all klndsofFur-

niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

a.m.

5.15

“

i*

0.30 p.

i«

8.35

“

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.20

a.

ii
«i

New

it

f 5.00 p.
3.35 “

ii

Buffalo

10.15 a.m.
12 10 p.m.

f

“

* 9.35

m. f

“

*

f

1.20 p.
12.30 “
* 9.45 “

ii

ii

in.

“
“

l\

Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.

J. M., A 80N, General Dealers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. 8ee ad-

'T'E ROLLER, O.

RAPIDS

“
“

Provisions, etc. River street.
near

6 11
6 IB
6 35
6 50
P.H.
8 au
a. a.
6.00
A U.
2 40
A. X.
7 05
P. X
1
1&

x.
10 10
9 55
8 43
8 16
8 07
7 !i.’i
7 33
A.M.
5 50
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 53
P.X.
7 40
P.X.
12 10

P.
7
6
5

X.
10
55
45
5 18

5

10

4 45
4 40
P.X.
3 "5
A.X.
8 50

A.X
8 80

A.X

^LOOTER

F. Dedler in Flour and Groceries, in
Slooter'sBrick Building.— See Advertisement.
lard van.

1

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any bther; 8th

Effect,

p.

m.

North.
No. 2

STATIONS.

617

11) 1ft

4 O)

9 23

Nol
p.

Muskegon
Ferrysburg
Grand It a vou

ttTd
Fillmore
Allegan

m.

2 on
2 3.1
2 40
3 13
8 33
4 12
ft

00

independent.She pays (or did

m.

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

00
A0
00
50
15
45
15

ijusiitejis IJirectMii.

)

1

“

A

ETNA HOUSE.

P. Zalsman,

Proprietor
First-class
accommodation. Free Buss to and
firm the Trains. Eighth street.

t\

Middling, V 100 ft. ..
Flour, |M00 ft .......
Pearl Barley, V 100 ft ..............

800®

rtfTY HOTEL.

J. W. Minokruodt, Proprietor.
Built In 1878; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

£pmat

Lv

ftotirfs.

OHOENIX HOTEL. J. McViotu Proprietor:

I

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; hnllding and furniture new.

nOONB

tab is

WANTED— A good girl to do bouse
work; good wages paid. Enquire al Ibis

aid Ball Btabln.

Llrery and Sale Stable.
and barn on Market street. Everything

Errors of Youth.

A gentleman who

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing

JOHN

B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York.

paid for Fart.
<

O

W.,

New Meat Market, near corner

Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sauOHBRBURNK, 9. W., Blendtm,Mlch^ Attorney sages constantly on hand.
st Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given 1 1 foreclosureof Mortgagesand collections. IT'LEYS.P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street
Office in the Village of Zeelanaat the store of A.
Bulks A Bros.
TTUITB, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

O

IV

i. o. of o. r.
192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bold* Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordiallyInvited.
R. A. dchoutsn. N. O.
P. SCHEAYEBANDE, R. 8.

HollandCUj Lodge, No

I\

To Goniumptlvti.
H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
The advertiser, having been permanent\7TS8CHKRA., Attorney at Uw, Notary Pub- and twine; 8th street.
lie and Conveyancer.Kenyon's building.
ly cured of that dread disease, ConsumptCorner of Eighth and River street.
Maiufaetorist,Villi, Bhopt, Zte.
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make

ITANDBRHAAR,

Biver street.

v

Manufacturerof Plows, By known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
13INNEKANT, J., Proprietress of the Pioneer regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
lower prees than any anrronndlng town Plow
charge), with the directions for preparing
polnta ground to order. 10th street west of River st
and using the same, which they will find
PE88INK.G. J. A. Proprletror ofOlty Bakery;
LTKALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in a sure Core for Consumption,Asthma,
1 1 Agricultural Implementi: commission agent
thli line served on call; Eighth street.
Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishing the prefor Mowinx Machines cor. 10th A River atreet.
scription will please address
BaiUif aad liokaa|i.
pAUEW, VAN Hirrart A CO., Proprietora
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
of Bugger MUb' (Steam Saw and Flour
BN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
iV Drafts bought and sold: cor. Eighth and Mills.) near foot of 8th atreet.

TVBMING, W. H„

Bakirln.

L/

D

r

*

Booki aad SUUoairy.

VerpK Mitt

Ing material mrnishea at

Grand Raplda

prices.

Th« New Bran

P. II., Manufacturer of Farm Pnnps.
All kinds of wood taming and sawing on
band and done to order. River street.

Baal

Tv

B., Manufacturer of and dealer in
il Boots and Shoos, Leather, Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

Belgrade which carried

wholesome

state of

things culminated in

year, when a Servian boy

a founwho,
!>eing arretted, was rescued with some
at

tain was killed by a Turkish soldier,
on

tians. The former retired into
and the

the fortress,

commander bombarded the

Qmt Mm.

.

trial.

officers

and soldiers who feel none what-

ever!" Conde was
first campaign.

much

“My

agitated in his

body trembles,"be

said, ’{with the actions

my

son) medi-

tates!" Frederick the Great, at Molwitz,

battle, his nerves quite

gave way, and that

bo held hi his post by two soldiers; it was as if the hero’s legs tried to
carry him off in spite of himself. It Is
obvious to remark that distinguished men,
whose nerves are thus completely broken
down, may thank their stars tor being distinguished. Much is forgiven them, for
they did much service. Had they been
common soldiers, they wonld have rehe had to

ceive for the malady of kleptomania.

city. There U, however, a special reason

Fortunatelythe shells were so old and had

lowance should be

made for

why

al-

generate

eared for that few of them whose presence of mind has failed them.
burst, and those few in places where they A private has only to shut hti eyes to dandid hut little injury. However, this ger, and to confront it with that Men de
been so

ill

led

to a far longer and

fiercer

courage,

of which a great commander

diplomatic spoke with envious disparagement.But
the skilled courage of a general is a virtue

struggle, which lasted about five years and

He must, as it
have
two
selves.
In
deliberation,
over the country, and Servia was left more
he
roust
calcolate
the
exact
amount of
independent than ever. This involved the
loss of the Moslem population which in- danger to which he exposes his troops; and
habited the Turkish quarter. They were then, in action, the calculation must be
not exiled by any act of the government, erased from his mind. He must often say
but they would no longer stsy; and though to himself, “Peace, peace,” when be feels
tbelr absence caused to cease sundry quar- that there is no peace; and by a sort of
rels, yet their loss in some respects wm de- military faith, he must fight aa seeing a
cidedly felt They were the best and most safety which it Invisible. It is true that
industriousfishermen, they were good Nelson exclaimed, “What is fear.” 1
armorers, and possessed besides some never aaw fear,” But, at tbe time, Nelson
beautifulornamental arts, all of which was young; and against his remark may
have disappearedfrom the city. These be set the saying of Charles V., when he
led to the evacuationof the fortresses all

of

a very differentorder.

were,

so-calledTurks were nevertheless Servians,

saw written on a tombstone, “Here

lies

a

but of tbe Moslem faith. Religion has mao who never knew fear!” “Then,” obpolitical significance in the East, served the emperor, “he can never have

had such

that nationalitiesand religions are

con

snuffed the candle with his fingers;” or,

founded. Some millions are called Greeki as we should say, euch a man can never
merely hecanse they profess that form of the have felt tbe first touch of the forceps of a
Christian religion which is called Greek, dentist Charles V., no doubt, spoke

though they may be Slavonians, Albanians;

a

fiom

commander’s point of view; and be may,

like other

commanders,have felt the

dlffl-

govina, Bulgaria and Macedonia are called culty of emulating the happy fearlessness
Turks,
nevertheless are Slav- of his soldiers. --Fbr<My% Bedew.

who

onians, Albanians,Bulgarians, and Greeks

The New Band hereby informs the pub- by race.
that they hold themselves ready for
The streets and hooscs in Belgrade hot
HoUrv Public!
basinets— to play for public and political
a few years ago resembled exactly those
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and InluraDce meetings— engagements can be made with of all cities in Turkey in Europe. The
Agent, Notary Pablte and Conveyancer;Ob- Frank G. Heald. Charges moderate.
former were narrow and ill paved, the latjections made In Holland and vicinity.
Give ns a
4w.
lic

I

The

further btss of life, and after this a general ceived as little indulgence for the autocivil wur between the Moslems and Chris- malic action of their feet as the poor re-

For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland, and millions in Bosnia, Albania, HerzeMichigan.

TX7ILMS

Boota aad Ihon.

in

squabble,which endured about two days,

Mat Vrketi.

IhUTKAU

of which are exempt from all muni-

Moslem quarter

that

V

/ \RT, F. J. Connselsor at Law and Solicitor at
Chancery. Office, in Dr. Power* building.
West of River Street.

Turkish quarter, the inhabi-

and the had feelingengendered by this un-

sufferedfor years
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable: from Nervous Debilily, Premature Decay,
1 “
Officeof Dallr Stage Line to Naugatuck. 9th and all the effects of youthfulindiscretion
street, near Market.
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need il, the recipe and
WifoiBifcuaad Bliekimlthi.
direclion for making the simple remedy
pkUKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith by which he was cured. Suffererswish1/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kind* of repairing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
ing done. River Street.
can do so by addressing in perfect confiI^LIEMAN.J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; dence,

P

a

on a constant feud with the other citizens,

A ALBERTI.

pone. Cash

town quite

cipal laws. Thus there was in 1862 a large

O

TTBROLD,

upon the site and perished.

1 33
when required. These men of course give but little promise of ever becoming a
3 00
700 have their families with them, and with soldier. It is reported of one of tbe ablest
their hangers on eonsthuteineach garrison friends of Washington that, in his first

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
F. & A. M.
In ready made clothing and Gents' FurnishJJOWARD. M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
ing Goods.
Notary Public; River etreet
No. 191. F. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
TTOR8T,
W..
Merchant
Tailor.
Cloth
pnrehas\f cBRIDE, G. W., Attorneyat Law and Solid1, at 7*4 o'clock,
ed
elsewhere,
will be cot to order. Renalring
tor in Chancery; office with M. D. HowGeo. Lauder, W. M.
promptly attended to. River atreet.
J. O. Doebburg, Stc'y.
4BD, cor. Eighth and River streets.

streets.

built

no native

is

Turkish troops. These were a constant said: “Yes, I sometimes feel great nervous
source of annoyance and even peril to the excitement,but there are many subaltern

3nin, Peed, Eto.

TJOSMAN, J.

iH

the

V

Urchin! Tiileri
Attomyi.

River

have been
There

n

though doubtless other town#

.

office.

South.
No. 1

till

E., Dealer In General Hard- Wheat, white fl bushel .......... 100®$105
citizens.Besides the regular artillery, all
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Corn, shelled V bushel
50
Oats, |i bushe
32 fortified places troughout the Turkish doff AN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers in Buckwheat, |l bushel
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- Bran, 9 ton ..........
(5> ifl oo minions have attached U> the garrisons cerments; Eighth street.
Feed. V ton ...........
22 00
tain hargess artillery-men,
who follow trades
f 100 ft ......
1 25
Ictili.
Barley, 9 100 ft ......
1 09
in the city, and are called upon to serve

Llviry

a.

may

city,

little cine

ft

Corrected by the "Ptugger MUl$.

v

Office
flrst-class.

p. in.

8 20 Ii 15
7 43 11 43
7 40 11 4-1
6 50 11 11
6 4ft 10 8ft

ns

new

Is

In Belgrade It is, in fact,

»

840
P.X.
7 55

Monday, May 29, 1876.
Oolar

Servia, which,

ITAN DER VEEN.

I>

Oolag
No. I

ot

capital

to look at

—

;

Mich. Lake Sucre Rail Bead.
Taken

«
$
g
00

"

"

ud tni.

O

1

Express. Mail.

A

merce as the

glance at the cathedral, there

com-

palace of the prince is a modest
..$ 8 00 other day) a yearly tribute to the Sublime house at the end of tbe handsomest street,
green ............
2 75 Porte, but there her duties cease. She
beach, «y .............
. 2 28
exactly resembling the buaie of a French
*• green ...........
. 2 50 governs herself ns much as does any Indeprefet.—ll.
Sandmth, in Eram’i Maganne.
Hemlock Bark ................
;
<&> 25
Staves, pork, white oak ..............
ftlO 00 pendent nation, but she Is allowed to have
Stavea, Tierce, »•
12 00 representatives at foreign courts.
Heading bolts, soft wood .h ........ 3 Wfc 8 50
Timidity In
Heading bolts, hardwood..^ ............... 4 50
•'r- *
Up to 1862 the large fortress of Belgrade,
Stave bolu, softwood.
tBO
Turenne, being asked whether he was
SUve bblta, hardwood ............ ...... 8 50 one of Vauhan’s greatest works, was with
Railroad ties, ...............................
18
six others in the country, garrisoned by frightened at the beginning of a battle,

TO OR NDR4PIDS.

ITATI033.

nature for

and taking a

Markets.

Wood, SUtii, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ...........

street.

A. X.
Grand Rapids.
7 81
7 44
Grandvllle.
8 26
Allegan.
9 41
Otsego.
9 19
Piaiuwell.
Cooper.
9 85
Kalamaioo.
9 50
A. X.
11 30
White Plgooq.
P.X.
6 30
Chicago.
P.X.
5 00 Toledo.
P. X.
9 80
Cleveland.
A.X.
Buffalo.
4 05

by

fortress,

^

ITANERKATE, G,

Taken Effect,Surulay, Noe. 21, 1875

r. m.
4 15
4 32
5 45

cities are so favored

After seeing the

J.,

$ur

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

Express.xMail.

are several large arid preterit loUfi hotels;

be hoped for in tl)$ future, for the Servians

.

• Daily exeunt Saturday
t Mixed trains.
All other trtius dally exeunt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time, which Is A) minutes later than Columbus
time.

FROM GR’ND

two

at the confluence of the

however. Is qot sq active at present

I

5.10 a.m.
3.25 p. m.
4.40 “ “

f

it'll hill,

of khan,

house of a friend. Nfrw there

at the

....... &

12.35 p. m.
11.05 a. “
8.22 p “

m.

IT'ANTERS. R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and

/

“ “
m.

p.

&

Chicago.
ii
ii

ANTKRS, A

L

Arrive at
Holland.

“
in.

li

seek hospitality, as In other

Eastern chits, iu the bare rooms

stands or

Its cathedra)

fain to

quilt,

F

Ta/cen Effect, Sunday, August 20, 1876.

•«

on a

Danube.

most picturesque

padded

art of sny consequence,
Genera)dealer in Tobacco, are not a commercial people. It is but
l ^ Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
for the Servians are agriculturistsand catvertisement. \
fifty years since Servia was absolutely
tle-dealers, not famous or in any way clever
Wateku ud Javilry.
Orocsriei.
under the crushing despotism ot Turkey,
as tillers of the earth, but raising enough
IT'LIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, the land being divided amongst a lawless
maize for their own simple wants, with
•)
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Kenyon’s Block
ready market for countrv produce; a choice
and brutal oligarchy of Moslem barbarians
River Street.
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
something to spare for their pigs, which
called Dahls. These were simple robbers,
loiter they export largely, but with every
T^E VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store:
‘nthmned as isndlords, who plunderedthe
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
drawback possible, owing to bad roudt
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
hapless peasantryat will, and but seldom
and the absence of railways. There arc
(tairal Stalin.
showed the ordinary prudence Involved
Produce,Etcno manufactories in Belgrade. It is n
in not killing the goose which lays the
I \DURSEMA J. A
CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Apples, V bushel ................ $
town grown to its present importance from
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps, Bean*, V bushel ...................1 00
golden etrtrs. Despair at last drove the
Clothingand Feed ; River street.
being the seat of government, most of the
Butter, f ft ..................
19
Clover seed, fi bushel
10 00 peasants into insurrection, and after varhandsome houses being occupied by senaT^K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods, RkK". V doxen ................
15
ious fortunes, and mainly through the aid
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Honey, V ft ...............
tors, superior officers, lawyers, and the
ancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street. Hay, V ton ............. ....... 8
9 00 of Russia, at war with Turkey, they sucforeign representatives of the great powOnions, V bushel ...............
40
tO ceeded in traininga sort of autonomy and
\7AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers,in Dry Potatoes. bushel ........ 1 ......
ers who are political agents and consulGoods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Caps, Timothy Seed, |l bushel..., .......
self-government, and Servia H now all but
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Wool, V ft ............... . ......
generals.

Rail Roittli

<t
ti
i«

strictly ori-

mighty rivers the Save and Danube. Near but they are very inferiorto U)oso of Death
the cathedralis the fortress,and the city, or Vienna iu comfort or cookery,

Tobacco ail Cigirs.

III

Grand Rapids.

cities on the

Stivii, Wood, Bark, It*.

OEID8EMA

Leave

la

Misses.,Fashionable Dressmakers.

\ffBYEH H.,ACO., Dealers

advertising bills collectable quarterly

Ids saddle-bags, carpet, and

Belgrade.

v

Puralturs.

An Z

Holland.

ysiclan. Office at D.
, 8th S:reot.

1TAUPELL, H..

17

mostamall German towns.

Formerly there were no hotels worthy

M. Agent for Ottawa and Allcgan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Macontaining twenty-five thousand inhabiRooms opposite the Post Office.Klghfh street. chine.’' Dealers iu needle* and attachments.
tants, is built round these centres. Few

F ADDER

as those of

the name in Balgrude. The traveler,with

was

Dmtmaklaf.

Baslneas Cards In City Directory, not over three
-lines,$2.00 per annara.

spacious, many of the houses

stuccoed,and ihe shops as hand-

with break neck holes for unwary trav-

20, 1861, Ornifed victory,Ball’d Bluff
Virginia.

Sewing laehlaei.

<chanj{es.

of

ellers.

Belgrade is one of the

General dealer in Dry

Much

ental, and formed of unevenly laid stones,

Yorkton.

Manufdcturerof and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddle* and Whips;
IJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.; Eighth street.
cor. Eighth and River streets.

00
00
00

tall and

Strange to say, the pavement

Sry Qocdt.

'10

streets are

1777, Burgoyne lurrendtred at some
Saratoga.

19, 1781, Cornwallis surrendered at

A. Oil

corner on

this state of things Is entirelychanged; the

public square.

R. Meengs’ Drug

a

which squatted the shopkeeper.

Jacob Astor born.

18, 1862, Battle at Lexington, Ky.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

Trairu.

17,

huts, and the shop*

a single falling shutter,am)

some miserable wares, and

John Brown’d raid at Ifar
por’a Ferry

T EDEROER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
\j corner Eleventh and River street opposite

QCHOUTBN, R

\17 AL8H URBER, Druggist A Pharmacist ; a mil
t
stock of goodsappertalning
to the business
See advertisement.

I 3 m. | 6 «. | 1 t.

Ail

10, 1859,

243.

consisted of a board on which were spread

1064, William Peun born in London, Eng. .

15, 1763, John

T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

V

nature of ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 cent*
ilrnt Insertion,and 23 cents for each subse•Itunt insertion for any period under three

Notices of Births, Marriages,
lished withoutcharge.

14,

A NNI8.

nt

Drags, Medl- Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon, Office,
clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
.vl over E. Hirold's Boot and Shoo Store.
W. Van Dkn Hino’s Family Medicines; River 8t. Eighth street.

One

woo

Oct.

FTAN PUTTEN.Ww., Dealer In

'fur

X1 “
“

AmexicAn Hiitorical Events.

Office at

NO.

ter little heller than

were closed by

rShfteon
ny,1^>tt
Phvslcian.

B.,
aiid
residence, Ovorijaul,Mich.

his

Centennial.

0., Dealer In Drugs and Medl- DROEK A.. Surgeon and Physician.Office over
1/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy- I » their Drag store onp. Van Raalte'ashoe sU»re,
sician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st. where he can be found doling the day and nl«ht.

Vf ERNG8,

JOB PKINTINO PnoMPTLTAND NKATLT DUNK.

2 “
3 “

E8T. R.

WHOLE

14, 1876.

FNOE8BURO. J.

•0. 7.

s no
500
.................. 5 O'*
800
................ 8 00 10 00
*4 Column ................. 10 10 17 oo
.............. 17 00
................•r> (» 40 00

B

__

nth street.

.

Snip aad ktUelati.
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Two

colored men in Blaekville,

8.

G,

went out to fight a duel tbe other day,
but

when

they

reached the ground conan easy thing to

cluded it wasn’t such

stand fire, and changed their mind.

the collision.Both locomotives were btdly Spanish authorities the coming winter. There
damaged, and nine heed of cattle killed.
are heavy desertions amoog the Spanish troope.
News from Fort Fetterman states that a hay* which are exposed to privations and misery,
whilst $ great mlny officers who walk the
ing party f twelve men and seven ox teams
streets tf Havana appear to be living well. It
wbe atuiced by a band of twepty or thirty is said that the Government intends not to
Indian^ twentj
ity-flve miles from the above post, harass the troope any longer, iiitgartiBonall
badly <eoundiDg John Ottens, wag on master, plaMs, and use the soldiers , fo arrive from
tie next,
andwfllingone horse. Two of iho party, out Spate to protect a? estates
hijfatinp.Leant a war song, and listened, to cro$. Tnis policyjrouldonly locreaeAtarvii'
the train, which was immediately prepared tor tio^gnd strengthenthe insurgentsf^whode
defense. Four of the men started to find tho cause would gain Immensely by another fruitIndiana, whioh they did, and made a lively re- ices winter campaign.
of

]j|oIIai|il llltw*.

.

THK

EAST.

r

A Saginaw

A London

dispatch of the 7th inst. says

Justice sent a

At Alpena, last Saturday morning, tho boiler

woman up

in Miner’s saw-mill exploded, killing four
for

men, and inj

thirty days for stealing a dog-collar.

it to

Itfge

:

and

jj!

are consequently low.

MicnioArfloggera are preparing for
ter campajj^i,but Jt

uj^

be a light

the,

one.

six.

have

The apple qapp of Miohigan is exceptionally(lollow;

Mug

treat, hotly pursued by Indians to within fifty
varda of the train, when eight men sent a volley Into the reds, who retreated to the shelter
of the bluffs and commenced firing upon the

A cokvestiok of women, lasting three days,

SUCHIHAN ITEM*.

is

billed

test particaUrashow

serious affair. The

,

of

killed aud wounded:
Ticbonj ivWilliam Card, aud

list

n

fin*1 [Frank fcerin
man, rogine

ft.

l

quite

Wool

I—

Daniel F. Eow-

died

hls wounds ; John
Berrehill, serious wound in tbe head : William

Ex-MahshalMcCraney, of Bay City, is
working on a saw in the Detriot House of Cor- Irwin, scaldedon the face und neck ; two boys
named Ihompeon, badly scalded and not exrection.

pected to live ; Louis Peak, jaw broken and
Mrs. Phokbe Cook, one of the oldest resiwas held in Philadelphia last week. Prof.
regarding the Bulgarian atrocitiee was issued
not expected to live ; boy namod Lenox, badly
dents of Kalamazoo county, died a few dnya
Maria Mitchell presided, and Alice 0. Fletcher
last night. The British Ambassador is directed
scalded j John Bezayar,Robert Jones and Rutr*“* which-wiSLat * disadvantage,and comago.' aged 84. ! . I * »
to detoand a personilaudience with the Sultan,
spied as Secretary. TUa)ty thi /fourth Conpelled it to move 200 yards, and the fight conbard Harwood, slightly hurt. The Coroner’s
communicate Baring’s report, demand reparagress held under the same auspices, its object
An agricultural society has been organized
tinued nearly four hours. The number of reds
being to meet a pressingdemand for an inter- killed was unknown. Two were seen to drop. tion and justice, urge the immediate rebuilding in Manistee county. Jta first fair waa held at jury lave rendereda verdict that tho accident
change of thought and harmony of action The Indiana showed great courage,and were of the homes and churches, provide for the
was caused by the negligence of th$‘f ngiteer
Bear Lake.
among women interestedin the advancement stronglyarmed with Wincheeterand army restoration of the industries,and give assistiu allowing the water 4>, gqt too loif in the
ance to the personswho have been reflheed to
Arthur K. Bartlett, tho youthful aatronoof their own sex.
rifleB....Aflre at Olsvellpd, Ohio, last week,
boiler. The mill Inn completely wrecked, inpoverty.’’
mer of Battle Creek, is to take tho field aa a
Ik a drunken row tost week, at Taylorsville, destroyed $250,000 worth of property.
volvinga loss cf $7,000.
It is stated that Russia has offered Rou- lecturer this winter.
a suburb of Scranton, Pa., Ruse James killed
Vl 1 THE BOOTH.
mania
absolute independence if Rusfian
A Houghton man draws $20,000interest on
a saloon-keeper,Edward James, and a man
A killiko froet, extending as far southward
Michigan Finances.
named Oernew, by stabbingthem with a jack- as Vicksburg and Shreveport,spread over the troops are allowed to march through.. Rouma- State bonds. .’''He i* the largeat creditor the
nian territory.... In the presentnnsettlid state State has to
knife.
,Tlie followingis an abstract of the annua
Southern countryon the night of Oct. 2. The of affairsin the republicof Mexico, the ConIt is proposed to form a stock company in
Mr. Kenzgi, of St. Charles,has mhdo this report of the State Treasurer for the fiscal year
tobacco throughoutWestern Kentucky aud gress, now in eeesion deem it unadvi/lableto
ending Sept. 30, 1876
Philadelphia and purchasethe M*in ExposiTennesseeis badly nipped and eeriouslyin- hold the election which is soon in order for the season 6,400 gallons of blackberrywine and
The total bonded debt of the State is $1»393.tion building, to be devoted to future exhibi- ured. The tobacco proepect, previously very choice of members of that body. They have,
used fifty-sixbarrels of
i
149.97, for the extinguishment of which there
tions. The cost will be about $500,000. A unfavorable,is cut short more than one-third however, deemed it necessarythat tba people
Daniel Burrows, aged 84, hung himself in
public meeting has been held and a committee by this calamity. The cotton crop is mature should be represented in Congress assembled,
is now a sinking fund of $416,342.87. This
of organizationand an executive committee and will not be hurt It is the earliest froet and will therefore adopt the simple and unique the bed room of his residence at Brady, Sagifund, accordingto article 1, section 14, of the
method of perpetuatingtheir terms of service
appointed.... One thousand workmen in the experiencedin the South for eleven years.
naw county, last Wednesday.
by
electing
themselves
to
continue
id
office
State constitution, can be used only for that
shops of the Delaware, Lackawannaand WestThe thirty-firstannual meeting of the Nauntil such time as the nation may bo
Oliver Chapoton, Treasurer of Maoomb purpose.
ern Railway Oomoany, at Scranton, Pa., are
tional Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows (colored) in a proper condition to risk the oron a strike,in consequenceof a reductionof
county, was the first to make his report with
There is also a canal fund bf $56,643.32,
10 per cent, of their wages.... The engine, was held at Memphis last week, iorty-six dinary mode of choosingCongressmen....
the State Treasurer for the tax sales of lands. whioh can only be used for the payment of
A
telegram
from
Shanghai
eaye
an
imperial
baggaee-oar,smoking-car,and one passenger- delegatee were in attendance.
edict has been published expressingregret for
car of the passenger train bound west were
The Ontonagon Miner hopes that the Board principal and intereston canal bonds, aud for
A me at Houston,Texas, last week, de- Mr. Margary’s murder, and affirming the right
thrown from the track on the Erie railroad
of Supervisorsof that county will do something repairs and improvements on tho canal.
stroyed the entire block on the east side of of foreignersto travel through the country,
near Qaneeee, N. Y., last week, by striking a
toward putting in good shape the L’Anae
The total amount of interestpaid by the
horse. The engineer,Clark, *as killed, and Main street, between Preeton and Congress. and to enjoy the protection of the authorities.
An
envoy
with
a letter of apology for the Yun- winter road
State on its bonded debt during the past fiscal
the fireman, brakemanand a tramp were badly Among the buildingsdestroyed were some of
injured. Three passengers were slightly in- the handsomest businessstructures in the city. nan outrage is to go to Eugland at once ____
Good walking horses are, perhaps, tl)e best has been $83,452.50, and the total amount of
Jovellar has reeiguedthe Captain-Generalship
jured.
The Western Union telegraph office was of Cuba. He is to be succeeded by Gen. stock for farmers,yet only three fairs held Interest receivedby the State on surpfhsfunds
A TKEBTBLX holocaustoccurred at New York burned, and communicationby degraph was Martinez Campos.
and specific taxes for the same time has been
this fall have offered premiums calculated ta
one day last week, involvingthe lives of five per- interrupted. The loss is $350.000 ; insurance,
A Madrid dispatch says: “The draft is encourage breeding that kind of animals.
$65,296.77, which, being deducted from the in$220,000.
sons, and will probably result in the death of
proceeding.
Twenty
four thousand soldiers
terest paid, leaves as the amount of interest
WASHINGTON.
An East Saginaw officer caught an offender,
two others. The Bremen packet-shipEuropa,
for Cnba were drawn yesterday,without disreally paid on tho bonded debt of $1,393,149,but he escaped from the captor, and when
which for several years has been engaged in
A. B. Mullett, former SupervisingArchitect
turbance.and these men will soon follow tho
29 during the year only $18,155.73, or only that
the kerosene carrying trade between the Unifound had got mired up to the neck in a swamp,
of the Treasury, has been apj>ointed by Secre- 16,000 who are alieady on tneir way.”. . .Anamount in excess of what is received for inted States and Germany,was placed on a large
and then that wsg of an officer went off and
balance-dockat the foot of Rutgers street, for tary Morrill to superintend the constructionof other large public meeting was held in London,
terest.
the purpose of receiving a genercl overhauling. tho public buildingsnow in process of build- on Monday, to consider tlie Ef jtern question. left him there.
The total amount of unmatured State bonds
Hon. Philip B. A letter from Gladstone was read, severely atlarge force of caikers, ship -carpen- ing throughout the ooontgr.
The latest dodge in the way of soliciting purchased during the year has been $53,000, on
ters and blacksmiths were put to work. ?ouke, formerly a Representativein Congress tacking the administration for what he calls
ship-carpenternamed John Casey Tiom Illinois,and a warm personal and politi- persisting in a policy condemned by tho nation patronage is that of a Bay City firm, wbQ have which a premium of $2,040.11 waa pail
and not supported by Parliament Heex^reHsee
struck a match for the purpoee of lighting his cal friend of the late Stephen A. Douglas, died
caught two fiery,untamed bootblacks, dressed
The followingis the( amount of receipts and
the conviction that making Bosnia, Herzegopipe, and then carelessly throw the burning in Washington last week.
them up nice, and make them shine up the disbursements for the fiscal year ending Sept.
vina.
and
Bulgaria
independent
of
Ottoman
match to the floor. A. large pile of oakum was
“

Lord Derby’s dispatch to Sir Henry Elliott

pay.

,

:

sugar.

,

1

1

.

,

A

.

.

.

A

The total coinage at the mints during Sep-

dose by, and the match falling in a thread of
hemp, set the pile on fire. * Casey, in endeavoring to smother the flames, was so badly burned
that his life is despairedof. The flooring of
the vessel having become saturated with kerosene, benzine and other highly inflammable
liquids, in a moment caught fire, and the
flames spread with lightning rapidity. In a
second the entire hold’, from stem to stern,
was a miss of flames, whioh gained constantly.
John Sever, another workman, residing in
Brooklyn, was badly burned, but the worst
was yet to come. Numerous workmen in the
bold of the ship were shut off from air, and as
though they had been in a tomb filled with
fire. Several of their number, who were at work
amidship, were completelysurrounded by flames,
and those who were not in the midst of the
flamee were exposed to the deadly fumes which
arose from the fire. The firemen were promptly on liand and succeeded in extinguishingthe
flames in about half an hour. ‘A number of
workmen were then discovered to be mining,
and a search revealed the dead bodies of five
men. Another was so badly burned that he
cannot recover.

tember was $7,000,000, including $4,500,000in
gold coin, $500,000in trade dollars, and $2,000,000 subsidiarysilver....The Comptroller of
the Currency has called for reports from the
national banks, showing their condition at the
close of businesson Monday, the 2d inst.

Balance on hand Sept. 38, 187* ........ 11,229,108.50
Add TeOeiptBduring the year .........1,744.406.79

see the true merits of the case.

generallyat the close of tho base ball season,

Tot*l ...............................
$2.973,5 1Z 29
games and the squabbles of the
Deduct dhbureemente §aine time ...... 1,909,507.49
players having become an intolerable nuisance
Balance on hand Sept. 30, 1879 ......... $1,064,005.30
to both readers and spectators.
The thirty-sixth call for the redemption of
iraMS or the htate debt — iNTEUE^r-itKAiUKe
Emil G. Mkller. the fugitive Montreal jewBONDS.
5-20 bonds of 1866, May and November,pro- o? whose quiet humor and frolic many
Sault canal bonds, 6«; due July 1, 1876 $ 46,030.00
tories are tdld. But once Thompson eler, who was brought to Detroit from St. Louis Renewal loan bonds, 6s, due July 1,
vides for their payment on and after the 6th of
1878 ............................
101,000.00
January, 1877, upon which date interestwill showed himself, as he afterwards said, in September to answer an old chargee for
cease. The call is as follows : Coupon bonds. to be caught napping. At all events he smuggling, escaped last Saturday night while Two million loan bonds, 6s, Jan. 1,
1878 .........................
244,000.00
$100, No. 12,401 to No. 17.000, both inclosive
met more than his match.
being conducted from tho Michigan Exchange Two million loan bonds, 6s, Jan. 1,
$500, No. 19,001 to 22,100, both inclusive;
1883 ............................
629,000.00
A wayfarer called very late for his to the jail.
$1,000, No. 46,851 to No. 53,300, both incluWar bounty loan bonds, 7s, May 1,
breakfast.
The
meal
was
hurriedly
pre1890 ................................. 367,000.(0
sive. Total coupon, $5,000,000. Registered
Three and a half miluon foot of lumber
pared from leavings not over abundant.
bonds, $50, No. 51 to No. 200, both inclusive
burned the other day at Lindsay A Gamber’s
Total ..............................
$1,377,000.00
$100, No. 1,651 to No. 8,450, both inclusive
Thompson, feeling that the meal was not
NON-INTKBXST BEARING Dtbt.
saw mill, about twenty mile* north of Bay City.
$500, No. 1,811 to No. 2,750, both Inclusive
quite what it should be for a public
Adjusted bonds doe Jan. 1,
The mill did not burn. The lumber reugkt
$1,000, No. 5,751 to Noi 10,000, both inohisive
1863. .....................
( 3,000.00
house, made all sortfl o£’ apologiesin an,
$5,000, No. 2,901 to No. 4,150, both inclusive
21,000
part paid five million
fire from fires in the woods, whioh have' been
loan bonds adjustable at
$1,000,No. 8,951 to No. 5.150, both inclusive. indirect and roundabout way ; but the
raging to quite an extent ill that vicinity.
$578.67per $1,000 ........ 12,149.97- $15,149.77
Total registered, $5,000,000; aggregate,$10,- guest paid no attention. He plied his
000,000.
knife and fork in silence, not intimating
The amount of salt inspectedat East SagiTotal ..............................
$1,392,149.97
GENERAL.
in the remotest manner that he recog- naw during the month of September was 175,The annual session of the NationalPork- m :ed the presence of the host. This 499 barrels, making a total for the year of
Detroit Price* Current.
Packers Associationwas held at Indianapolis apparently sulky demeanor vexed the 1,118,591 barrels. The amount for a correWheat,
white,
per bu.!...f........ $ 1 07 <$1 18
landlord, and, probably smarting under sponding period last year was 869,590 barrels,
last week. About a dozen Western aud SouthWheat, amber, per bu. .... . . .... 107 £115
the knowledge that his table was not a showing an increasethis year to date of 249,- Corn, per bu ...........
36
ern States were represented....
James K. Hill,
Clover iced, perbu ............... 7 15 <£ 7 25
one of the Indianaiwhiaky ring, who was sen- credit to bis house, he allowed himself 001
J 1
Timothy aeed, per bu ............. 170 (<$175
tenced to two and a half years’ imprisonment to become exasperated. In his wrath
55
The Escan ba blast furnace was sold recently Oata, perbu ........................
in the penitentiary, has been pardoned by the he stuck his thumbs into the arm-holes of
Baxley, per 100 ibe ................
1 00 <4 1 60
President.^.The steamer Leopard, at St. his vest, and, swelling himself to his at a bankrupt sale in Pitteburgh, and was Bye, perbu .......................
65
Johns, Newfoundland,reports the loss of
purchasedby A. B. Meeker, of Chicagd, for Apples, perbrl .................... 1 00 ^ 1 15
utmost
proportions,
he
exclaimed
:
Beans, unpicked, per bu ........... 90 ft 1 20
thirty-eeven fishing vessels, with their cargoes,
“ Now look here, stranger, confound $91,000, subject to a mortgageof $14,000, It Beane, picked, per bu .......... 1 25 ft 1 30
on the Labrador coast No fives reported lost.
Butter, per lb .................... 19 ft 22
A passenger train on the Great Western rail- me if i hain’t made all the apology will in all probability be p»t in operationat as Beeswax,per lb ...................28 ft 30
way of Canada ran off the track with fatal re- necessary— and more, too, considering early a date as possible, as Mr. Meeker is the Cider, per gal .....................K ft 7
Dried apples, per lb ............... 4 ft
sults near Paris, Out, a few days ago. The the breakfast, and who’s eating it If controllingspirit of the Menominee, Green Dressed hogs, per 10S lbs .......... 7 60 ft 8 00 '
you don’t like my ways you can leave. Bay and De Pere furnaces. ,
Eggs, per doz .....................
17
18
train rolled down a high embankment, the
Hops, per lb ......................5
27
baggage car took firo, and in a very short time Perhaps you don’t like your breakfast ?
Garrotkrs appear to be numerous at 'Man- Hay, timothy, per ton ............. 8 00 ftlO o0
it together with two passenger coaches, was Let me te11 you, I’ve seen victuals of
istee. On Wednesday of last week a poor wo- Hay, mixed, per ton .............. 7 00 ft 7 75
consumed. Driver Cooper, fireman living, worse quality, worse cooked, and worse
Hay, marsh, per ton .............. 6 00 ft 6 00
man
on her way to the market waa attackedon Straw, per ton ...................
baggageman Wright express-messenger An- served enough: sight.”
6 00 ft 6 60
drews, and a man supposed to be named Mc75
the highway and robbed of $5; during the same Potatoes,per Du
ft
The
tvayfarer laid down his knife and
Honey, comb, per lb ...............
18
Bride, in the employ of Hendrie A Co., at
ft
week two old ladies were assailedin the street
60
Chickens, per pair ................
ft
Detroit, and who waa riding in the baggage fork, wiped his lips with his bandana,
10
dressed, per lb ..........
ft
carat the time of the accident were Trilled. and, looking benignly and blandly, he and obliged to hand over $20, and the previous Chickens,
Turkeys, dressed, per lb ..........
15
ft
week a respectable woman going home alone
None of the passengers were hurt, beyond a said :
Turkeys, live, per lb..V..'..........
9
ft
fewscatchee. ;
in
the
evening
was
met
by
some
men
and
Tallow,
per
Id
“You’ve seen it, landlord?”
ft

K Hjird Breakfast.
In ante belfam days rfn old fellow
named Thompson kept a hotel in Atlanta,

the reports of

;

;
;

;
;

i

killed.

THE WEST.

35

barrels.

$

;

60

.

Miss Laubetth Youhokb,who
m

will

30,1876:

;

While three loaded cars were being hoisted
from the slope of the Middle Lehigh* colliery,
at New Boeton, Pa., a few days ago, the rope
broke, and the care ran rapidly to the bottom.
Four miners named William Backus, Joe
Becker, Thomas Jones and Ed. Nauss were
•

will would end the controversy,but he declares hoofs of cash easterners.
he has exhausted all hope that the Government
• Much joy is expressed by the State papers

is

described

a prepossessingyoung lady of 20 years, paid

a visit to her brothers, in jail at Faribault,

1

Minn.i iwt week.
sajja

a

Bt.

“

On

flrstgoingto the jail;1

P«1 paper, “ahe went

straight to

Jim Younger, who was lying Inside the cell with
his head dose to the bars, through which she
kissed him repeatedly,sobbing and shrieking

ft®

,

‘Oh, Jim, this is too bad.
had not been for Bob and Cole von would
never have been here. They’ve enticed you to
this. Oh 1 dear brother, what shall I do now ?
There’s no one to care for me when you’re
gone. Oh! what shaR I do?’ Cole was tmeasy
when he heard she was coming to him. She
bowed, shaking, hands, but speaking no word
,
of greeting, and to Bob the same. They
To present date, says a 8t Paul paper, near“ Yes, I have^-many times.”
have always said Jim was the pet of the family,!
and appeared more anxious about his condition ly $11,000 have been received at the First
“Well, I'm blamed, old boss, if you
than their own." 1
' »
National Bank of St Paul in response to a hain’t out-traveled me !”
Elmbt'A. Woodward, the Clerk of the old circular to banks asking donations to the fund
It cost Thompson something to get
for the benefit of Mrs. Heywood, widow of tho out of that •
• New York Board of Supervisors, under the
Tweed regime, who has been wanted for several bank cashier killed by the robbers atNortbfleld,
and so far responses have been received from
years, was masted at the Palmer House, in bnt one-tenthof the banks of the country.
The Missouri Bandits.
, Chicago,last week. He was traveling under
< POLITICAL.
The James and Younger brothers— the
the assumed name of A. Wallace,and repreThe Bepubhorns 6f the Fifth Massachusetts Missouri bandits— are the relics of the
sented himself as an Englishman. WoodIf

it

.

1

1

'

ward was Tweed’s • confidentialman
in the division of the proceeds of

District have renominated Gen. Banks

robbed of $50.

named MoKay had an altermorning express going south on
the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad, a few
days sgo, and MoKay either pushed hia wife or
she fell from the rear platform of the Pullman
oar. The train was running at the rate of
thirty miles per hour. She was picked up insensible,and dangerously, if not fatal!}, 'inA man and wife

cation on the

once-famous,or infamous, Quantrell
for Con-

Hides, per lb.
Pelts, each ...................
.\... 80
Wool, unwashed, per lb ........... 20
Wool, fleece, washed, per lb ....... 30
Wool, combing ....................
86
8 00
Wood, soft, per cord. .
4 75
Wood,
TTVASVAf
beech SSAJVS
and maple,
aAA«B£SSUa
per cord
we 14.
.
Wood, Mckory, per cord .......... 6 75
.

s*

ft

@ 1
ft

25
22
33
40
ft 4 00
ft W
6 00
ft 6 00

ft
ft

*/

w

THE MARKETS.
NEW

YORK.

Bnrvu ............................
6 50 ftlO 00

jured.
Boos ...............................
6 65 ft 8 60
.QOZTOX«.*ot«<.
..... ' 10t(ft • !1}%
been nom- band of border ruffians. For years these
A
little
son
of
Frank
Everhart,
of
Porter,
the ring thieving, and wis deeply involved ih
Flour— Superfine Western ........ 4 60 ft 6 10
“boys” have ravaged and plundered
all the rascalitiesof the ring. He has been inated in the Sixth District formerly ButlerV
Gass county, was killed, Friday, while driving Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 20 ft 1 21
throughout
the
Southwest
without
let
or
Oobn— Western MlxSd ..... ....... 65 ft 58
taken backto New York to answer for bis Hia Democratic opponent is Thompson, the
home the cows. He had fastened a halter Oats— No. 2 Chicago..., .......... 45 ft 61
crimes.... The Chicago Tribune reports “the present member. In the Seventh District there hindrance, but venturing too far North,
Rte— Western .....................
74 ft 75
freight business oh the various roads leading are three candidates, namely, Gen. Butler, the recently, were checked in their career in around his body, and attached the end of the
PoBK-New Mess ............ ...... 16 75 ftl7 0O
to the East has greatly picked up daring the regular Republicannominee; Judge Hoar, Minnesota, for the first time. They have strap to tha cow's tail with the idea of “play- Lard— Steam .........
........ 10)$ft 11
last week or two, and an immense amount of nominated by dissatisfied Republicans; and
CHICAGO.
robbed express companies, railroad ing horse." Tho cow became frightenedand
grain is going forward. Hisre' Has been no Mr. Tar box, the Democratic nominee.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00 ft >25
tiaius, banks, fair grounds, and indi- ran away, dragging the lad a long distance and
Choice Natives ...........4 60 ft 4*75
change in rates-JC cents per 100 pounds still
- I 'i! FOREIGN.
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25 ft 3 25
viduals for the past ten years of an over various obstructions,in tha course of
being charged on grain to New York. Theee
Good Second-class Steers. 3 40 ft 3 70
A co rrhb pond Birr at Constantinople tele- aggregate sum of probably one-quarter whioh his skull was crushed and the poor felrats*, howeter, are not strictly maintained,
Medium to Fair ..... ..... 3 75 ft 4 25
and it is known that contracts are being made graphs to a Naw York paper that the situation of a million of dollars, and had come to
Hoos— Live ................... . 5 70 ft 6 15
low otherwiseterribly bruised.
Flocb— Fancy White Winter ...... 7 60 ft 7 75
Betting on elections is stiictlyprohibited in
York? ** 16 °enta Per 100 P0Unda 10 Ne* there is really oritioai The incendiarycharac- suppose their “.facilities” for making
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 5 00 ft 5 50
ter of the articles in the public prints, he money as endless, until they struck the
this State. The Michigan statute books dis- Wheat— No. 2 Spring, Now ........I 05 ft 1 06
The Chicago papers report that the great re- thinks, renders it urgent that an American
No. 8 Spring ....... ...... W ft
people of Minnesota and got struck
course thus upon the subject. (Section 7,776.) Corn-No. ....................... 42 ft 43
ligious movement in that city, under Mr. fleet be fcenttothe Bosphorusto protectthe
Uvea and property of Americans...,A Vienna back. The Younger brothers and four The people of the State of Michigan enact: Oats— No. ....... ................
34 ft $*
Bloody’s ministrations,is increasing daily.
dispatch says there are now 7,000 Russian vol- of their assistants have been either cap
Rt*— No. .......
f
immense i tabernacle,with a unteersin Set v; a, including 1.800 officers,and tured or killed, and the only pitv is that That any person who shall either directlyor Babliv— No. 2, New..... .......... S
«
indirectly
bet,
wager
or
hazard
any
money
oi
Butter—
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ft
55
seating capacity of 10,000 0r 12,000, is 2,000 more volunteersare enlisted. .The Em the two James brothers should have
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ft
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filled every evening, and thousands are turned peror of Russia has written a letter to the
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been permitted to escape and return to other propertyupon the result of the election
away for whom there is not even standing Emperor of Austria, in which he declares himof any offlosrof this State or of the United Lard ................... ...... ... 10X« IP*
room .... Chicago elevators, as per officialfig. eelf still in favor o i peace. If Russia should Missouri. The meh now in jail at FariST.
T
urea, contain 1,185,410 bushelt of wheat; oventuaUyintervene, it would only be With bault will be tried and sent to prison, Steles, shall, on conviction thereof, be liable Wheat -No. 2 Red Fall ............1 20 ft 1 21
1,745,142 bnsbels of corn; 355,402 bushelsof the entire agreement of the powers, and that probably for life, as the laws of Minne- to a fine at least equal in amount to the amount Cork— Western Mixed .............41 ft 41
83 ft
Oats— No. 2.
oats ; 120.847 bushels of rye, and 470,638 bush- intervention in any case would be preceded by
sota permit the deepest-dyed murderer of money or the value of property so bet, Rte— No. 2.
. 68 ft
els of barley, nuking a grand total of 8,876,- a conference. : •
.17
60 ft 17 75
to escape the death -penalty by pleading wagered or hazarded; provided that in no case Pork— Mesa .................
848 bushels, against 2,330,096 bushels at this
Another unsuccessful attempt has-been guilty, and the rest of the robbers, now
.
10 ft 10)6
.............................
shall such fine be less than $5 nor more than
period last
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....... 5 70 ft 6 20
made to assassinate the I^resident of Hayti. . safe m Missouri, will doubtless confine
i j
Cattle... ..... ..... ............. 2 00 ft 4 00
The Die Indians in Colorado and New Mexico
MILWAUKEE.
The faUure of the fish yield in Iceland has any further operations to the borders of
On
Friday
night
of
last
week
a
very
destrucare reportedto have assumed a hostile attitude
Wheat— No. 1....* ................ 1 18 ft 1 15
caused much suffering and privation, and manr civilization. r
No. 2 .................... 1 07 ft 108
tive fire broke out at Morley, starting in the
to the whites, wd an outbreak is said to be of the people are emigratingto Canada.
.ItaaCorn— No. 2.
........ 42 ft 43'
office of the National Hotel by a lamp explodfeared at any moment. This news is rather «ia offers to compel ServU’s submission to the
Oats— No. 2.... .......... ...... . . 32 ft 33
Association
of
Ideas.
will of the great powers, if England and Anaing. Owing to a violentwind the fire o4t$d Btr ......
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........... 81 ft 62
. 85 ft 87
ma will induce Turkey to agree ton truce,
Eddie, a chap
years, waa sent to not bo ooBtrolled until it took the entire row of Barlry— No. 2 ...................
CINCINNATI.
On the strength of this promise, England the comer store to get two wioka, but he
buildingsfrom the starting point to the river. Whrat....•••••••••••••••••••••».,
. i 12 ft 1 18
time....Jamea Yf. Gilobrist, a farmer, while urges the Sultan to agree to an armistioe for got into the store minus a knowledge of
Corn.
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..... ......• 47
horse-racingwith his brother-in-law,
near Cal- twenty days. The Turkish Government pro- what his mother wanted. The kind Two hotels, two hardware stores and sevin Oats .....
. 38 ft 4i
36
.4.
dwellings were destroyed. Mrs. Fairbrother
heon, Mo^ was thrown off by the girth break- tends to be apprehensive of popular violence,
.
................. 66 ft 68
keeper, to help out the little fellow, who
^taima
not
satisfactory
to
the
people
are
Pore—
Mess.
....
,17
25
(417
63
ing, his head strikinga stomp near the roadand child in one of the dwelling-houses were
Lard ............ ................. 10)4 ft
side, breaking his neck. Death ensued almost igreed to, but it is suspectedthat there Ik lit- began to cry, began naming several arburned to death, and the husbdnd was badly
tle
reality
in
this
ptotense.
Nevertheless,
the
TOLEDO.
instantly.
ticles, at last mentioned the herb thyme;
Whrat— Extra .................
ft 1 31
position of foreigners in OpnatantinSe is
burned
iu
trying
to
save
them.
The
losses
“That’s it!” exclaimed he, “ sometning
A collihio* occurred last week on the La*
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decidedlyunpleasant,on soooont of
fayette, M uncle and 'Bloomingtonrailroad, lent religious excitement,and there
about four miles east of Lafayette, Ind., be- eral disposition among them to get
way of possible developments,
tween a atock train going east aid a travel
v
Late news from Cuba is to the
train, resulting in the killing of A J. Biddle,

tho provais a genout of the

time.

1 fink she told ine to buy a

” “Why, my little man, afortnight is two weeks.” ;M That’s it 1” ejaceffect that ulated the little messenger, in high
of Oxford, Ind., who was in charge of the cattle the insurgents are beginning an aggressive glee, “ mamma told me to get two wicks
on the train, and was on the engine at the time campaign that foreshadowstrouble to the —two lamp wicks.”— ilJ&any Journal,

rno

ft 1 17
60

were as follows: G. F. Cullen, $4,000, iraqfrfd
for $3,000; O.

W.

Califf

&

Son, $8,600, fully

insured ; EL Rauch, $500 ; J. Dickerson, $400

;

Mrs. Whalen,

;

W.

$2,000 ; D.

P. Hanson, $8,000

J>jerce,$1,500 ; E. L. Modlurs, $1,600 ; F.

Thompson

it

Sons, $8,000

;

R. Walker, $1,600.
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THE HARRISON TRAGEDY.
An Honored Name DUgraced— The Grandson of a Presidentfttabsthe Woman He
Loves.

The
who

people of

Boono

county,

_

four feet of water, and the
PROSPERITY IN IRELAND.
dents volunteeredto be bled, and twensupposition is that Harrison knew
A
ProsperityAttained Throngh Terrible ty-five ounces of blood were taken from
it for had he been bent on suicide
Suffering-Condition
of the People Gen- ms veins and transfused into the dying
the Ohio river would have answered
man, and at last accountsboth were doerally Ameliorated.
every purpose, and that was only a few
ing well.
[From tho London Spectator.)
rods away. He floundered around in
N© one who now revisits Iceland after
the cistern a few minutes, keeping up
A CURIOUS INTIMACY.
an
absence of some years can have any
his cry of “I’m crazy,” until his SOM
fished him out; then he made a dive for doubt that she has made a considerable A Man who Bleeps in his Stable and Claims
only about

Ky„

live along the river nearly opposite

North Bend, Ohio, in sight of the tomb
of Harrison, and only about fifteen miles

from Cincinnati,were shocked a few
days ago, at the intelUgemjo tbat Wln.

aayingffce via

goin,

*> ptfsin

Mm*ll

Henry HanjBaBi 4lon AtlffllwfiSyinnlee He was flnally
finally lodged
h%ed in
inapriaon
cell.
a prison oe
Earn ho n, and a grandson of a President
Miss More’s wounds were dressed, but
of the United States, had entered the
the surgeons pronouncedher condition
residence of Maj. John H. More and
very critical. One of her wounds in the
stabbed nearly to the death Miss Mary
breast they had probed to a depth of
More, an estimable lady of 85 years, three inches, and one they did not probe
who had rejected many offers of mar- aUall. Her loss of blood had been terriage that she might remain with her
rible, enough to kill a person of ordinary
father, who is now four-score years, and
strength, and her suffering at times was
whose wife has long been dead.
almost unbearable.It will bo by the
The circumstancesof the tragedy are
smallest chance in the world that she reabout as follows : Something over a year covers.
ago the wife of Harrison, who is now about
Harrison evince 1 no concern whatever
40 years of age, died, leaving to his care
over the occurrence.It is generally bethree sons and one daughter,the daughlieved that he has ratner overdone tho
ter being only about 10 years of age.
matter in attempting to exhibit sympThe loss of his wife weighed very heavitoms of insanity since the affray. His
ly upon him, and the responsibility
of
attempts at suicide all had an air of sham
rearing his only daughter seemed greater
about them, which perhaps a few months
than he dared to assume ; at least so he
in jail and a careful trial before an nonhad given his friends reason to infer.
est Judge will ventilate.
Added to this a heavy mortgage on his
farm, which, by the way, joins Mai.
Fashion Notes,
More’s, had troubled him a good deal,
but instead of applying himself to liftFelt has had its day for hats.
ing this mortgage, he nod allowed his
Skirts are to be very slightly trimmed.
place to run down, had traveledabout
Velvet will be the fashionablematerial
considerably,and recently had taken to for dress bonnets.
drinking rum very freely.
Tho most fashionable ear-rings aro
In the early part of the summer Har- arrows of small diamonds.
Link-button? are again fashionable, in
rison began paying studious attention to
Miss M ore but receivedno encourage- place of sleeve-stud?.
There aro rjbfight kllk pockets introment whatever, and, in fact, was given
to understandthat his visits were dis- duced to wear with any toilet.
Train skirts continuein use for indoor
agreeable. He then conceived the idea
that Miss More’s father was his bitter wear and short skirts for street wear.
After foliage and flowers, fancy
enemy, and rarely came to the Major’s
house when that gentleman was at home. feathers will be the favorite trimmings
It should here be noted that the Major on winter bonfiets.
Bright shades of cardinal red are prehas a crippled son named William, somewhat older than the sister, Mary. By paring in Paris for underskirts, and for
an accident, when a mere boy, lie was trimming polquaises of delicatecolors.
In artificialtrimmings, foliage is premade utterly helpless, so far as the use
of his legs is concerned. He is an in- ferred to flowers, especially dark, quaint
telligent man, and though unable, how- autumn leaves, epotted as if by decay.
The new navy blue is almost black, it
ever, to move around, does a great deal
of the head-work about his father’s very is so dark in shade, and it is most stylish
large farm. His room is located in the when in combination with cardinal red.
The crowns of some of the new
rear part of the house, and there he
spends the greater portion of his time. capotes are made entirely of feathers,
On the day of the tragedy the Major and the brim is bordered with a band to
had gone to Cincinnatiand Covington, correspond.
Many of the chemisettes and ruffs
where he stopped with a son-in-law, and
Harrison returned from Fort Wayne, made of not, lace, and ribbons are on
Ind., whither he had been to secure a the bib principle, buttoning at the nape
homo for his daughter. He had failed of the neck.
There is nothing finer in fabric than
in his mission, and consequently was
under the weather and the influenceof the combination of silk and velvet, and
drink. At the time the train from Cin- the most elegant suits of these meterials
cinnati was due, he was seen to be are to be worn.

^

dfcoe ofth, f.et ta borne m m>on him
^ * malhpbcitT of waye. The prospenty is not such as this country enjoys,
but of its kind it is real and oonsiderable. It has been attained through terrible sufferings, that reflect discredit
on our statesmanship and our intelligence, but now that tnesufflaringispast,
it is some consolation that it has not
been uadergone altogether in vain. * * *
Formerly the tenant lad |p protects

to

Understand Horse Talk,

There is a retired trainer, named
Long, residingon a small farm ih Alameda county, who lives fer nothing else
but the pleasure of being near horses.

He

eats his meals in the stable, often-

GOING TO SCHOOL.
BT OEOBOR OOOPIB.
He helped her over

the meadow brook,
While her feet *he timidly eet
(Twin lilies they were !) on the mossy itone
With the cooling rtpnleswet.

They passed the brook aoA

it

seemed to «ing

memwsooBd,

' With » sweeter.
•- *•> ‘
As the two with their school-books wsndered on
O'er the dovcr-ledeu ground.
O littlemaiden ! how fair yon were
With your ere. of heavenly blue ;
And the dimples played on your cheeks, as plsy
On a rose the drops of d|Bw.
As play on a rose the drops of dew,
When the breeze* merrily blow!
Ahd your Ups they were lints of the ripening
peach.
In the morning a ruddy glow.

times passes the night in the same stall
with a favorite pony, and among his
equine pets is a mare who whinnies in
answer every time ho speaks to her. Our B»re feet ; how they twinkled smong the gras*
Did yon know, whenever yon took
ant relates that the. most perfect The path for school,that he waited for you
erstanding evidentlyexists between By the wlllow-ahaded brook ?
against e
Long and at least three out of the Since then, the fragrant blossom* have come
his landjpr
horses in his stable. Two are re- • To the bongbi, ah ! many a time
opinion,
additions,but even in their oase And a bridge is over the brook that sings,
Now he
As of old, Its pleasantrhyme.
e affinityis seen in a lesser dea lawsuit ;1wfd, SffBr fflftlffcerfSffityOf
And two are strayingupon the bank
'
a lawsuit, whatever the chances of winAa I pen these wanderingword*,
The
training
of
horses,
their
obening, has a very deterrent effect upon
And they talk of the happy rohool-dsy time,
dience,
docility,
and
tricks
in
a
circus
And they witch tho building bird*.
nine out of ten people. Owing, then,
to all these and several other causes, are po novelty ; all of us have seen a But a stream there Is with a grander flow,
With a sterner,sadder sons
not only is the conditionof the people horse fire a pistol, stand on two Jegs,
ind lovers will cross to a differentschool,
generally ameliorated, but their standard waltz, lie down with its trainer, and perAnd help each other along
form a hundred acts of sagacity, out
of living has been very markedly raised.
Their food is better, their clothes are bet- these are simply the result of patient
Pith and Point*
ter, and their house® are better. The training and systematiccorrection.
food is even yet, indeed, not as nutri- What Mr. Long claims is far more asBakbbs are a crusty lot of fellows and
tions as it ought to be, for, on this point tounding. He asserts that, from a life- fond of loafing.
the Irish peasant is too self-denying, but long intimacy with horses, he underWhat is that whioh is lengthened by
stands their speech ; he goes further,
it is very miich better than^of old. f The
being cut at both ends ? A ditch.
and
declares
that
their
nasal,
guttural,
houses, again, are certainly not such as
Good headquarters for young men—
sanitary science approves, and in the explodent, and Unobstructed sounds
On
the shouldersof their sweethearts.
have
a
diffi
reut
meaning,
are
used
by
poorer parts of the country, especially
Solitude is well enough until you
the hovels, are deplorably wretched. In the coalition of the brain and vocal ortho bogs, for example, one frequently gans, and that not only do his favorite want to borrow something.— Dan
sees cabins with a damp earthen floor, a horses understand him, but that every News.
roof so low that a tall man could touch sound which they utter is perfectly plain
“ The Isles of Greece” arc beginning
to him. When arguing with him that,
it, no windows, and a hole in the thatch
to regain somewhat of their ancient glory
though he might comprehend the meanfor a chimney. But these lairs of fever
since petroleum went up to 40 cents.
ing
of the sounds emanating from the
and rheumatism are far less numerous
About next week look out for 50,000
in proportion than they were. Gener- vocal chords of a horse, yet it was a
Massachusetts housewivescovering up
patent
impossibility
for
a
horse
to
unally speaking, there is a decided, though
tho last jar of preserves and murmuring:
very insufficient improvement in the derstand the Engush language, he re“ ’Tis did.”— Hodton Globe.
houses, and the general health is mar- plied : “ Living, eating and sleeping
Sensible item from the New York
with
my
horses
has
given
me
the
knowlvelous, the death-rate of Ireland, acCommercial
Advertiser : Those who
edge
I
possess,
and
tho
same
intimaoy
cording to the official return just pub-,
hshed, being only 19 per 10,000. * * has acquired for my horses the powers I come to yon to talk about others are the
The one great drawback to Irish pros- claim for them.” Here, turning to a ones to go to others to talk about you.
“ Do you want to have some real fun,
perity, that which inspires fears for its slender, light-built gray pony, he said,
continuance, is the absence of a varied “ Billy, wo are talking of yon ; if you Gus?” asked The-Girl-with-a-Beam-inindustry. Where there is a varied in- understand what I am saying, turn your her-Eyo. “Ido! I do!” gushed the
dustry there exists within the country head round on the off side.” The pony enamored Augustus. “ Then liiewithme
itself a market for its agricultural pro- did so, and then resumed its feed. to the Centennial Dairy and you will see
ho continued, “ tell me your the greatest ot American Mush-Rooms !
duce, and also Afield of employment for
the surplus arms the rural oistrictsrear. age, how long have you lived here, and Real fun, Gus V’— Philadelphia BulleBut without such industry, both produce on which side of you is your friend tin.
and labor have to seek a foreign market Vestal” The pony whinnied for about
Coachman (on being told by His LordNow, Ireland, can be sald .to have only twp minutes consecutively,and then, ship that ho will not want to drive out
two indfistrles— the linen 'manufacture being loose in its stall, walked into the to-day)— Well, me Lord, then perhaps I
and the distilling of whisky. But the adjoining one occupied by the mare had better take our childrenout? His
linen manufactureis confinedto a por- Vesta. “Now,” he continued, “do Lordship— Now, Johnson, look here; I
tion of Ulster, and tho distillationof you and Billy walk down togetherto the don’t mind you saying our carriage, our
Long and ample strings, tied under whisky, though a profitable business, is trough and drink while I make up your ’orses,or our ’ouse; but I must draw the
armed and lurking near a haystack
the
clnn, are likely to be worn on bon- not one which the statesman,the moral- beds/’ Vesta and Billy walked quietly line— and I draw it at our children.—
which stands hard by the Major’s house.
He inquired of a colored boy if Maj. nets. They are groe -grain on one side, ist, or the philanthropistwould wish out and proceeded straight to the Pun.
to see indefinitely . increased. The
More had returned,and on receiving a and satin on the other.
An Irishman, lately landed in New
The necks of dresses are out as high aa prosperityof Ireland thus is dependent While they were out, Mr. Long turned York, was searching for two of his
negative reply, approached the house,
over
the
straw
carefully
with
a
fork,
and
carefully avoiding William’s room. He it is possible to wear them. In many on the prosperity of England. In other
brothers, whom he had not heard from
carried on an animated conversationwith
slipped into the sitting-room unan- cases there are two collars, one of which words, it is a reflected prosperity. Last
since they left the old country. One
century Ireland was almost exclusively a roan gelding about fifteen hands high,
nounced, found Mary there, and, it is stands and the other turns down.
day, while walking near a locomotive
Vesta’s
neighbor
on
the
other
side.
The
Day colors are the darkest shades of a grazing country. But the great war
supi>os£d, made some proposition of
name of this horse was Poley, and, after works, he arrived in front of a large
marriage to her, which she rejected.He seal brown, claret, indigo blue, and against Napoleon compelled England to
boiler, on which was printed, in large
talking angrily to him for some minutes
had been in there but a moment, how- black. The introductionof high colors raise her own food, pma (Hie enormous
letters, “Patented 1870.”
tins
abdut
Pome
fault
he
had
committed
the
ever, when ho began veiling, “I'm in the way of ornaments will bo spar- prices consequent on the tw* created a
catching
tho
eyes
of
the
immigrant,
he
willingness to grow corn. Ireland then day before, ho ordered Mr. Poley to lie
crazy! I’m crazy!” whisked out a for- ingly used.
exclaimed,
“Hurrah?
I
have
found
Ostrich plumes, so long in vogue, will became a grower of grain, and the Corn down and not to get up until after Vesta thim at last. ‘ Pat at Ted 1870 1’ That’s
midable jack-knife, with a blade as thick
give
way for a time to blue-greenlopho- laws induced her to continue the same and Billy had returned.Our informant the year they came out, an’ they’re both
as a razor, and dashed at his victim. A
but little in this to prove Mr. Long’s
man of at least ordinary physical phoro feathers, the plumage of black- role. The repeal of the Corn laws, how- saw
biler makers.”
claims, as many a horse will lie down at
ever,
soon
convinced
her
that
she
could
strength, he would have soon completely birds, guinea-hens,peacocks, ducks,
This is how Geo. Alfred Townsend
the
word
of
command
;
but
when,
withnot compete against the United States,
overpowered the inoffending object of gulls, and Russian green- cocks.
described
the Hell Gate explosion :
out
a
further
word,
Poley
arose
and
Gold seems to have disappeared,and Russia, and tho Danubian countries in
his rage had Miss More not been a very
walked
out
to the water trough after the Newton made 3,680 holes, three times
the
wheat
market,
and
year
by
year
the
vigorous woman, and capable of fighting silver has taken its place as an ornareturn of the other two horses, the sub- as long and as large as a gun-barrel,
him off like a tigress at bay. But there mentation on all fashionable toilets. cultivation of wheat has diminished,unject became as difficult of solution as be- which he filled with cartridges©! nitrowere tremendous odds agmnst her, and Evm* carriage mantles are now trimmed til now the area under tnat grain is only
glycerine, and capped them. 1 They
fore.—
Francisco News Letter.
one-fifth
o(
what
it
wap
in
1847.
Anshe screamed for help. Harrison’sfirst with silver passamentarie.
studded the roof' of these two city
other
remnrkable
proof
of
how
comStockings
this
season
are
to
match
the
lunge resulted in a ghastly wound in the
pletely the agriculture of Ireland is The Retirement of National Bank blocks. Then he attached twenty-three
breast, just to the leftof the breast-bone. dress exactly, and should be selected to
miles of wire to their caps, and on SunNotes and Legal Tenders.
He struck again for the heart, and an- be wqgn with special costumes. They regulatedby the English market, is that
day they were charged by an 800-oeU
the
total
area
under
arops
of
all
kinds
The amount of national bank circula- battery, and set off by a little child with
other wound was made in the left breast, are generallyin solid color, rather than
is now not greater than it was in 1847.
tion redeemed, retired, and surrendered
and still again a third wound spurted stripes or figures.
her thumb— Miss Newton, aged 21.
Skirts are no longer looped up, and In the course of thirty years— that is, of by the United States treasury,from
blood from just over.,the heart. Then
And of snoh is the kingdom of heaven.
unprecedented
progress
throughout
the
Jan. 14, 1875 to Oct 1, 1876, is 846,489,.*'
he lunged again, this time for his vic- all bunching of drapery is out of style.
“ Except ye be b child, ^ bo Mid the Lord reviled.
tim’s throat, and a bloody slit down the The fall fashions do away with bouffant world, and, as we have been showing, of 471. Amount issued between tho same
“ The gates of heaven ye ne’er fhall enter In.”
iparked advance in Ireland itself —there dates, $16,881,575,showing a decrease " But bere’a a littlechild," John Newton answered
left temple was all he accomplished; then effects, and only slight draperies are permild,
has been no addition made to the tillage of national bank circulation of $29,607,again, and a wound in the left oheek was mitted, and these low down on the skirt.
"Shall break the gatea of t’otherplace and win 1"
of
Ireland.
The
explanation,
of
course,
bonnets have high, pointed
896, leaving the amount of national bank The battery waa dumb ; she took her little thumb
made. By this time Mary caught the
is, that under the regime of free-trade,
And pressed It down upon the golden key.
notes outstanding on Oot 1 (not includknife- blade in her hand, but her assassin crowns and dose fittingcapote fronts ;
Book yielded to the spell; In fell the gates of holt,
drew it throngh, and the hand, witn in fact* the brim, or front, is so near the foreign competition in cern and roots ing the circulation of the national gold And the river clasped hands with the sea.
every finger wounded, was helpless. head that there remains only space for proved too powerful to allow of, exten- banks, $2,099,190) $322,253,554. The
Again, with upliftedblade, he sprang a slight platting of lace or silk, or a sion. The Irish farmers, therefore, amount ot greenbacksdeposited from
Wise Sayings.
wisely turned their attention to the June 20, 1874, to Oct 1, 1876 (includfor her throat, only t» plunge his ugly small twist.
Anecdotes of Henry A, Wise are now
Linen collars and cuffo will be greatly branch of their business in which their ing $3,813,675previouslydeposited for
weapon into her left arm, which she
nearness
to the market gave them a de- the purpose of redeeming the notes of in order. It is said tnat when ike city
worn
this
season,
the
former
with
small
raised for defense, and still again and
of Norfolk was desolated by yellow
again, until five gaping wounds were square corners, turned over, but not laid cided advantage. In ether words, they insolvent and liquidatingbanks, ($64,- fever, twenty years ago, and the people
directed
their
energies
to
the
breeding
503,856. Amount of circulation re- in the neighboring country refused all
bleeding in her arm, and still the demon flat, and the latter round and small. The
followed. But by this time, with a des- long reign of ruffles seems partially and fattening of cattle,and the making deemed by the Treasurer between the intercoursewith the inhabitants, Mr.
of butter.
same dates, $42,462,912,leaving on de- Wise invited the citizens, sick and well,
perate effort, the strugglingwoman had over, at least for street and home wear.
posit with the Treasurer on Oot 1, 1876,
reached a door leading into the kitchen Odly on dresses of silk will lace and the
to seek the fresh air of his plantation.
A
Spider’s Terrible Bite.
$21,860,943,for the purpose of retiring
and from there to William’sroom. liner <|ualities of ruffling appear.
H. E. Jewell, son of the late John the national bank notes outstanding. He was not a professingChnstian, yet
The long cloaks that wi 1 be worn do
Through this door she reeled, and to her
Jewell,
of Kiskatom, who was killed Amount of greenbacks retired under the he showed no fear of death, saying tnat
brother’s room, closely followed by Har- away happily with the extravagantly
it was not a fearful, but a wonderful,
while
bravely
fighting in Virginia duract of Jan. 14, 1875, $13,505,260, leaving
rison. Her screams had startled her largo bustles worn at present. The long,
thing to stand in the presence of the living the war, and whose mother and sisoutstanding on Oct. 1, 1876, $368,494,crippled brother, but in an anguish of slender bustle that holds tho lower part
ing God. His last words were: “My
ter
live
in
Catskill,
was
recently
bitten
740.
alarm he was oUmpelled to wait Ho of the skirt away from the feet will he
life has been devoted to virtue and integby a tarantula, or poison spider, in Arihad sent a smalj colored boy who attends retained, though even for this purpose
rity, and I can say that I never tried to
zona,
where
his
home
now
is.
These
A
Paris
Street
Car.
liim to ascertain the cause of his sister ’n the pleating of crinoline on the underrob a penniless man, and what is worse,
animals vary in size from a dollar to that
cries, and .the boy had just reported. skirts is preferred. The slope from the
.-Judging from a cut in the Railway and wBat is easier, I never tried to rob a
of
the
palm
of
the
hand,
and
the
poison
The time between the report and his waist must be natural looking, otherwise
Gazette, Paris has beaten us in our own rich one.” ,
/
of their bite is more fearful and deadly
sister’s reeling through the door into his the effect of the new dresses and cloaks
field in applying steam to street cars.
than that of the rattlesnake, so that few
room was but a moment It seemed an is lost.
The Paris idea is to house up the locoConsumption of Water.
recover from it. Prussic acid and ameternity. As Mary entered William’s
motive like a street car, with almost no
The following table shows the daily
monia were injected into his system
Andre’s Captors Mounmented.
room she slammed the door, and while
smoke, and with none of the frightful
consumption of water, by gallons, per
through the wound ; he was filled with a
Harrison halted a moment before it—
The three captors of Major Andre
properties which prove so objectionable inhabitant, in the principal cities of the
mixture of lard oil and brandy, so that
through his fear of William— she have all now been honored with monuJo horses. The locomotive looks like a civilized
;
was unwmacmuf
had locked it. Meantime William ments. A marble cenotaph covers John he
oar AMut twelve feet square, paneled NtW Vork.;r.. ........ P5 Boaton ................ SO
hoars, and ynm kept drunk pik djlys fa
had reached for his revolver, which he Paulding’sgrave in a churchyard at
ahd paftited, and with au almost invisi- Chicago... ........ ....M) Philadelphia ^ M
counteract, Ity ! alcohol, tre pdfson
Hartford.1.
. 80 Cincinnati..... ........ 63
has always kept within a convenient dis- Peeksktff, N. Y., a plain monument qf
ble smoke-stack.This apparatus drAws
Beading..,....,, ...... 76 Baltimore...,,....... .50
time, blisters from it having come out
tance of his bed, and mads it ready for marble Liaae Van Wert’s grave at Greena oar with a capacity of forty persons Albany •••••*•..,••....75Lowell ................ 4i
on his body. He writes that he is noyr
Harrison’sentrance.
burgh, N. I., and a costly monument
about ten miles an hour ; the train stops Buffalo ........ <...,...68Cleveland........,!...43
apparently free from the poison, but is
Brooklyn .............. SO Provldeuoe(uae metera)30
above
the
grave
of
David
Williams,
at
within five feet by the brake, turns a Bt. Lonla,. ....... .....60 Milwaukee ............ 'Jfl
Tho latter,however, did not enter.
nervous and weak, as he well may be,
ZUBOrKAX CITVM.
Believing that he had ki^pd Miss More, BchoharfV’N.'lt,was unveiled sttkat from the effects of the poison, or his very sharp curvature, and can be ran at Dublin ................
Loudon
...... 33
he started toward his home. Arriving place on Saturday last Near the forced debauch, or both. As MA Jew- a cost, for attendanceand fuel, of about Glaagow ..........
.W Liverpool ,
.. ... 30
grave
of
Williams
'is
the
old
fori,
still
four
dollars
per
day.
Paris
.................
3#
Manchester
there he told his boys that Miss Mary
...... 31
ell is but 26 years old, and has a strong
Edinburgh ............ 86|Sheffleld...
...... 30
wouldn’t marry
that; he had perfect, constructed in 1763, dnd taken and vigorous oonstitytioD,'it id hoped
killed her, and that he was now going to by the Indians daring the Revolution. 4 that he will soon be well— HWwon (2V.
At Great Bend, Pa., they have a bow 1 The cowardice of men who, in adver: i’.ik
fiend, a match tor Jease Pomeroy. He sity, kill themselves, and leave their
kill himself. He then took his own rifle
Y.)
! v
in his hands os if to shoot himself, when
Fkrti&U.—Young oysters come out of
shot an infant in his cradle. The Cor- families without support, is illustrated
Heroic Treatment.
his son Pike seized it A struggle en- their shells with a temporary swimming
onet’s jury decided it accidental A in the oase of George H. Russell, once a
sued, bat Pike, discovering that this apparatus,which enables them to float
A poor factory operativerecently had few weeks afterwardbe beat to insensi- prosperous broker in San Francisco. He
rifle had no cap, ceased struggling. and search a solid body, to which they his leg amputated at the Manchester, bility a 5-year-old child, and then was wrote to his wife before committing
Harrison made the discovery,or pr£- can attach themselves.The number of (Mass.) Infirmary, and during the opera- about hanging it to a ladder in a barn, suicide, as follows : “ I prefer death
tended to, about the same time, dropped young oyster^oxpelledat each period of tion lost so muoh blood that the attend- when, fortunately, he was interrupted. to seeing you and our children in
the rifle, and with the same yell, *'
breeding from the mantle of a single ing surgeon gave it as his opinion that The fiend is named Francis Van Barri- wont for the necessaries of life, it I
crazy! I’m crazy!” ran to the cistern mother amounts to from one to two nothing bat an infusion of blood oould gar; his age is about 12 years. He has oould support you and them I would
and jumped in. The cistern contained millions.
save him. Thereupon one of the stu- been confined in the county jail
like to live,”
I
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Republican.

The following were the arrivals at the
Phoenix Hotel for the week ending ThursH.
to sac
stock
day, Oct. 5: T Hefferson, Eastmanville;
Satckday, Octobei:
1876. W Whippel, Hudsonville ; G A Bush. Daytrade,
len; Wm Thomas, Byron Center; Vv Garrick, E M Griffin, Grand Rnpide; J H
lJ
call at the store
Whippel, C Clark & lady, TT Woodworth,
TES AKEEIOAN NATION,
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
J II Wadsworth,Chicago; H Knuff, BufNo nntino ever ofTered the privilegesof falo; W C loaner, Robinson; P Handee,- citizenship more llberiilly,and no nation H E Loveland, Miss Drake, Muskegon;
Wm Allan & lady, Barry; Mrs Balintine,
whs ever rewarded with such rich returns
The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Mrs Cole, Mrs Blaine, Mrs Lanphier, Ovid; Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
IIST
for its hospitality.The especial glory of J Husted, Lowell; P Vanke, W M Robin- enough to compete with any house in the city.
They keep constantly ot hand a choice variety of Dry
the growth of the United States has been son, N E Springsteen,Mrs Belknap,H V
Notions and Trimmings,
Ladies and Children sloes and galtera.
Synair,
Gr
Rapids;
H
B
Moore,
Saugutuck
this, that the republic has grown because
Furnishing
Hats
Caps,
W K Bowes, Mich City, Ind; B Scrans, Repairing neatly done and at
refugees from all the rest of the world
Short
Notice,
8 M Willard, W Batchelor. M J French,
Groceries,
have flocked to its protection.Sometimes Chicago; P Corbett. New York; R Hayes,
W. A II. KLFERDINK.
Flour
Feed,
they have fled from the cruel conditions of Oswego, NY; J Rice Taylor, Sait untuck;
G
Taylor,
St, Joseph; W Whipple, Hudover crowded life at home, the blame of
Provisions etc
sonville; J Clements. Ann Arbor; H Park,
which could be laid at the door of no man
Muskegon; W R Bowes, Mich City, Ind;
LIOLLA. 3STD,
or class of men, since they were the nece*
Whippel, Hudsonville; R Cnhhnep,
sary consequences of false ideas univer- N Galleger, L G Mason, J M Martin, Mu«sally acted upon as if they were true; kegon; J F Clapp, 8 C Seelemore, Allegan;
\\ e invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
W M Cawly, J R Rockwell, Hill, NIL;
sometimes they fled from the tyrannies of
R Hayes, Oswego, N Y; H Young, Kansas; Great Slaughter in our Midst. judge tor themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
conscriptionand of feudal law, which C Stichfiehl,M H Stichfield,Ionia;
The cash store has been removed from complete and we have no doubt but
can satisfy all.
kept them bound from the cradle to the Hall, Robinson; S Hall, .1 R Burch, T E
D. Bertsch’s building to E J. Harrington’s,
Leonard.
Grand
Rapids;
Mayor
Ryan,
wish
to
purchase.
grave; sometimes they sought in the West
where goods will be sold cheaper than ever
Gallagher, A T McReynnlda, J Mcuordan,
a libertyto obey the dictatesof their own
before in this city, consistingof Dry Goods,
Muskegon; 0 Murphy, Jennisonville;L
c jnscjenccs,denied by prelatesand govern- De Puy, 8 W Campbell. Chicago; J Beck- Boots and Shoes, Crockery, Glassware, &c!
Call and see for yourself.
ments of the European continent. It is er, A Woltman, Gr Haven; Rev C Chick.
White
Hall; J H Lee, St Joe; J (1 Haddock, _______ E. J. Harrington.
justly a matter of congratulationthat a
Mich City; Miss Kidder, Allegan; J .MrEverything in the line
Produce will be receive and at
great people should have thus grown up.
Curly, Jackson; 8 Patek, 8 Rundkoff, Milthe
highest
market
prices.
The troops of immigrants coming in year waukee; W J Uilbert, Wm Port, Pa; E 8
after year have traversedthe continent, Billings, E B Ripley, Saugatuck;M H
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
Thomas, Byron Center; E Angel & wife
ploughed the prairie, bridged the mightiest
West Olivet; Mrs Robinson, Warsaw; II F
58 & 55 PEARL STREET,
rivers, thrown railways over and through
Shaw, N C Fevunr, Doughs; J T Daggett,
Bickford
raounthins, and brought from the hidden Milwaukee; II Kellog, Chicago; W Whip
pel,
Montague;
11
Brand.
Jr,
Saugatuck;
depths of the earth those treasures of iron
H Squires, Gr Haven; F P Felkins, Alle- Btukfui Sis; Dimitr, 25c: Supper 25c.
and coal which more than anything else
gan; C L Winans, Detroit; .1 B Bennett.
KNITTER
increase the power of man to appropriate D Warner, Gr Rapids; M Gallagher,L G The finest dining room in the State. Gentleman brinir vour families and friends
the gifts of Nature to his use. Of silver Mason, Miss Vink,
Conors & wife,
5 i The Proprietorannounces to the Pubjc that no
to the GRAND CENTRAL.
White, 11 T
and gold we need not »peak; the abund- H Gal legar, Muskegon;
5e«up,ared by h,m -o n,ak« th,B h™**
h a KrStp.
* IKST-L LASS in every respect.
Hastings, C W White, TJ Muster, 11 A
D. PERRY, Supt.
a* di
ance of their production is comparatively
Murison, Chicago; J G Baushaen, Hiram
Grand Rapids, Oct. 7, 1870. 34-4w
ihe Rooms are spacious and
an insignificant accident. The one hun- Surdum, Henry Snrduin, M Brooks, Huddred years that have passed Ifave seen a sonville;J Henderson, F Buxhy, 8 !(
well furnished with
and
great industrialcommunitydevelopedwith Ledermorc, Gr Rapids: J It Wayer, Baltielegant furniture.
more; C J Kern, Decater, III; D L J Flanunexampled rapidity.Its growth would,
ders, M D, olurgis.
indeed, have been still greater had not
Office
First Floor.
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If you wish

U,

a well assorted

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and

Holland,

I

- Michigan.

go

of

DUURSEMA

KOFFERS,

&

DEALERS

Goods,
Goods,
Clothing, .

;

M-lj

Crockery,

'

&

&

Stoneware,

RIVER STREET,

W

MICH

Notice.

Wm

we

who

M

WA1TTED.
of

Grand Central

Dining Hall,

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

CITY HOTEL,

Wnc

MICH.

HOLLA. ND,

WA

HG

new

IPIEOIPLE’S
Dry-Goods Store.

false

and

foolish notions of protective

The Light

op the Houskuold.— Smiling faces are the household lights. Can a
wife expect her husband to smile when she
sets before him poor bread? Can a husband
look for smiles Irom his wife if he offers
her inferior materials for making bread?
If you, sir, will please your wife get D. B.
DeLand& Co.’s /tot (Jhemioil t'aleratui,
and she will produce bread and biscuits
that will please you— that will please her,
and there will be light in the householdsmiles all around. Use it instead of Soda
or Baking Powder.

legislation deceived the

Democracy of
deceived European

America, as they have

governments; but the productiveness of a
virgin soil has been generous enough to
hide this loss.

The nation has not been

so prosperousas it might have been; but
the aggregatewealth

now annually pro-

it

com

duces approaches that of the oldest

munities, and yet the mass of population

remains so small compared with the capa-

on

the convenience of Commercial

A Family Knitting Machine! For

No. 18 Monroe Street.

Now attracting universal attention by Its astonishing performancesand Its groat practical value
for every day family nae. It knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

y.j

Agentsa large and well lighted sample

room has been

fitted

up on

the

ground floor. Livery connected with the Hotel.

With almost Magical speed,

5EAND RAPIDS, Xleh.
This house Is just opening a

of

full line

and rives perfect shape and finishto all garments.
It will kilt a pair cf socki la Hfina alautii I Every
machine
perfect, and to do ju*t
what U t'rjtreeented.
A complete Instruction book
accompanieseach machine.

WARRANTED

Dry -Goods,

No.
No.

1

J.

•*

— I3NT

$40.

73 A 100

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET

Family Machine. 1 cylinder,IS needles, $30.

3 ..... 3

MiNDERHOUT,

W.

THE

—

And are without exception the cheapest lot ever
A tainpU machinewill be sent to any part of the
offeredfor sale in the West.
United Mates or L’anada, (where we have no agent),
erprru chargee pre paid, on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted in every State. Connty,Citv and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
trial will satisfy
made.
The undersignedannounces to the Public that
Address, BicKroRDKNrrriKoMACBiRi
Mro. Co. they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
6.1S-ly Sole Manufactnrera,BnttlebOTO,Vt. now ready to supply their enstomerewith all kinds
Skeptical.
of Mefits and Sausages. By promptness and fair

bilities of wealth-making which undeveloped lands afford, that the wages of the
Special iloticcs.
laborer are higher than they are in any
One
other part of the world. The English
Ip you want to see a large and cheap
settlers, and those who have come to share assortmentof Hats and Caps. g<* to
most
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
their freedom, have brought the United
States so far in the course of one hundred
I have this day sold my stock of Goods
years, and it would be vain to prescribe to Wm. Coleman & Co. To my custom- Also a Full
the limits of the growth to which the na- ers in Holland and the surrounding countion may alt Ain in another century of ex- try, I tender my thanks for the patronage

istence.

and hope they may extend the same to
...

successor.

my

Respectfully.

FRANK 8L00TER.

The Uuited Slates bnvebecome a great

selves great also in the capacity to free
themselves, at the cost of

much tempora-

ry suffering,from the great evil of slavery,

which was so long interwovenin

their ex-

istence. The spectacle they present
world of avast multitude

grants from all lands who desire to Join
their freedom, is not unlmposlng. Albread alone,

live on

bread is one of the necessaries of

life,

All persons indebted to Frank Sloot.er
are requested to call aud settle as tumn as
convenientat the store of Wm. Coleman
& Co., successorsto Frank Slimier, at
Slooter & Higfeins' old stand, corner of 8th
and Fish streets.

F.

and

Holland, Oct.

may alwe are impatient

10.

SLCOTER.

item

Oil

Cloths,

Window Shades,
Feathers

A

k , Circuit: In Chancery, suit pending in the Cti
colt Conn for the County of Ottawa: In Chancery
At the city of Grand Haven In raid county, on th
8d day of October1816.

discontent in thinking of the materials
out of which were collected the armies of

have

most part come from those classes of Eu
r.»pe

whose whole

lives are

given up

to the

daily struggle to obtain the means of keep-

ing alive.
that

may

By much

Jobs W. Cuint-, Complainant.1

num

for the

effort, by savings

almost be said to have been

stolen from neccsstity, by resistanceto
temptation that has olten beeu heroic, the
few necessary pounds have been got
gether to enable the immigrant to

tosail

beautiful assortment of

Fbamois I.

Co.-.TIS,

Hamburg, to

an Atlantic port,

and

he has

landed penniless to try his fortune In another

hemisphere.If

the times are fairly

prosperous,he gets employment and wages
which prove to liim that he

is

indeed in a

Defendant,f

mc.aOommMonc

A

if he

he

saves,

7w

Our Intention I* to offer ttacac goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

limm

given to all whom It

may concert

his thoughts
as

n<llw.*indPen,ona' Property, now Ii
*nd •» of thefol

“a land of fulness of bread." It takes a

tenemen’s, viz: Lot numbered (6) In block nnm

tato words, he would always describe

it

generationor two to raise the immigrant

above the

new

*‘ld

Ws

h

%

aU that

««

of lot

on

F.

8PRIETSMA & SON

.

and Produce.

satisfaction of material

Which

*

the world

is

I

faith

dred years hence

Jawo.— Loztdw
3
<:

it will

Time*.

yet be only

at the.

imttfonV*7^06me “ tnMt’ 10(1 ^
utTSSil henry d. post,
Di!t*4. H

OLLA

XDjufctT

GO
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1875.

I. P.

THIBOUT.

FALL AND

CD

w§
s ®
O^ a*
~
sa

D

<2 «

-jsi

*gg

0
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WINTER.

1876.

And

a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,

and

all

A Ml supply
all

kinds of Gloves.

of fall

and winter hats

of the latest styles.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.

For CASH Only. Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety

for our

of

and Eggs in Exgoods. Goods will be

delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.

future

GIVE US A TRIAL.

will also take Butter

change

yet before it. Into that

we cannot pry, though we have
that it ivill come. Perchance a hun-

I will sell at

LOW PRICES

to the treasur-

<

Street.

Repairing Neatly Done.

5.18

Q
SC
w
5 w
+*

•So

Flour, Feed, Groceries

elect nations that contributesomething

ies of

1874.

Hereby Informs the public that In his large
•tore on the corner of Fish and 8th street, opposite
Haverkatc’s Hardware Store, where 1 will constantly ktep on hand a full atock of -

contentment, and the rarer development

.more than material wealth

&

4->

^

a

be pleased to see all his old friends and cus-

SLOOTER

bere!

of the United States as a member of the

© o

0
U

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

Cash Paid for Hides
L.

§1

"a
w
>

VAN ZOEREN.

1876.

NOTICE-

-KcMy

street . In the city of Holland
Ottawa County, State of Michigan,all the goodi

could put

SMI

ON

lUqittn It Chancery.

were asked to speak of the land of F shand Eighth

his adoption and

ME

14.

ol

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

Holland, February 20,

PUBLIC NOTICE

II!

Part °r the,r

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Holland. July

Has removed his business to

79 Monroe

Gents,
Misses

Youths,

‘th

Shoos. GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

of the Latest Styles

Ladies,

"

MERCHANT TAILOR,

W

It is

Wb° W,*h t0 favor lhem

4-tf

new *tock of Good* ha» Junt been opened, and tomers that require anythingIn the clothing line.
we can state to the Public that It ha* been" We make, rut and trim to order anything In our
bought expreariy for this aeaaon of the year.
line according to the lateststyles,and for the low-

CIr*>/U Court Com'tr. In and/or Ottawa Co., Mich

85

;

1875.

THIBOUT,

I. P.

M. Reidsema & Son.

ROBERT W. DUNCAN,

he becomes a householder, a house-owner, a landed proprietor; but the memory of bis own early T8 HEREBY
struggles, and of the strugglesof his
father before bim, does not pass away, and
with him

13.

est possible prices.

;

new. The

is

—

Boots and

strength of Lowino A CBosa, SoCnfnr CompCtt.
A true copy. Attest: A. A. Tract,
characterwhich brought him out remains

world which

Holland, Mich., March

'

MMs'actorlly appearing -o
of raid Court, that the defendantFrancis I. Ourtl
la a non-rerldent of thla State. On motion oLLow
Ing A Croaa of Connell tor Complainant: It is or
de ed fiat the Mid defendant.Franclal.Cnrl-'
c*a«e her appearance in thin cause to be eniurc
wi hln three months from the date of this ordet
and that in caae of her appearance,she cause he
answer to the complainants hill to he tiled, and
ropy thereof to he served on the complainants so
llcttors within fifteen days af'er serviceof a copy n
said hill, and notlc of this or.ier.and. In defanl
thereof that the said bill be taken as confessed b
said defendant. And it Is further ordered, tba
within twenty days the said complainant cause
notice of this order to be pub! -bed in the Holi-ani
OtrrNiwa. a newspaper printed, published an
clrcnUtlng In said county, a id that said publics
tlon be continued therein once In each week fn
six weeks In succession, or that he cause a copy <i
thl- order to he personally served on said non-real
dent defendantat least twenty days before the tlm
above ptescrlbed for her appearance.
It

J.

I

from Liverpool or Bremen, from Cork or

—

At Greatly Pedneed Prices

of Public xtion.
OTATB OF MICHIGAN:The twentieth Jndicia

to restrain our

hers of their citizens.They

Feather Beds.
ALSO

Baby Carriages, &c.

Order

affluence of the means of animal existence,

immigrants that have recruited the

&
—

same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen ont so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are uneqnaled.
All bills will be filledpromptly and with despatch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of F»rm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing. Also Wood. Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.

*

The stand is one door west of G. J. HaverkateA
Son s Hardware Store.

Produce.

have put up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which Is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the

— A.T

world beyond increasing the

Wood

„

trade

We

Wall Paper,

1870

Advertisements.

s,

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of

Carpets,

that the United States have as yet done so

we may, perhaps see cause

De Feyter Bro

I

FRANK SLOOTER.

crises— in the United States bread

littlefor the

5-84-

Furniture,

-speaking broadly and apart from special
If

Line of Notions.

of people peace-

ready U> receive within their ranks immi-

ways be obtained.

derilng they feel confident of giving satisfactionto

A large stock of

Until Mr. Coleman becomes acquainted
I shall remain at the store. In the meanwhile cheerfully waiting on my old patrons
and as many new ones as will favor us with
a call. Guarantee quality of Goods 8uperior to what lias heretoforebeen sold in
Holland, and prices lower than the lowest.

to the

fully producing food and clothing, and

though man does not

the

JUSTHECEIVED

nation in numbers and in the production

of wealth, and they have shown them-

FIRST WARD.

lawfQl 81

CASH FOR CORN

and OATS.
F. SLOOTER

Gall and

I.

Ornamental Feathers.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

&
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VAN DEN BERGE,

eighth street

HOLLA.

ISTD,

MICH

New
is

Tue weather is now

beautiful.

distressingly healthy.

Independence, Kan.

Thk premium on gold ranged during
@109.

abating, the

The yellow fever in Savannah, Ga., is
number of cases growing less

the week at 108^

The

beautiful schooner H. I). Moor 3

ashore at Grand

Haveu.
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-summer

Cleveland,()., celebrated

„

made

has

v*'
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The Ward

—

last.

pearance— fine days and frosty nights.

to keep

them running

Grand

Two

hundred

and

Brigham Young’s tea-partysailed irom

60 vessels will be

Liverpool on the 13th ult.

steamer Trader is reported sunk dispatchedfrom San Francisco with wheat
feet of water in South Haven harbor. this month.

The
in 8

An

extensive plate-glassfactory

established in

Rumors are current that several vessels
A market day will be held at Zeeland on
were
beached along the east shore of Lake
Wednesday, November 1st, at the usual
Michigan during the

place.

The Mich

Central

R

We

ground

in

the

city

of Grand Haven

terday morning.

had the pleasure

to

meet Vice Presi-

Senator looks hale and hearty.
L. P.

Mason

with fence

-

ny, of

A new

at Midland, Mich., for

-

first

city

Mk. L. Beardsley was nominated for

costing $350,000 was

on Monday last in
of Montreal. It Is said to be

opened

an eastern railroad company.

post-office,

for business

finest post-office in that

the

conventionfor

the

Lumber Compa-

of

THIS. HEAP ALL.

What

is Wealth, or Fame, or

Life

— Without Health!!

Spring Lake, Mich., loaded their

instalment of deals for the foreign
last

Saturday.Ten

carloads were

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

_

shipped on that date via Jersey City.

Dominion.

letters remaining in the Post

General McPherson’s classmates at West TH1 SOCTOl’S LOCATION bmoHt eligible,
Office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 12th, 1870:
convenientat
Point, includingthose who served in the

The meat market of Mr. Geo. Van Du- Mrs May Allen. A. L. Holmes, Frank
Confederate army (among them General
is finished and looks well. He is now
Smith, Janies Sulivan.
J. B. Hood) to be present at the ceremony
ready to show as neat and clean a maikel
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
of unveiling the McPherson statue in
as any. Go and see it.
A dispatch from Cheyenne says: The Washington.
The Misses Van den Berge offer an en- telegiaph line to Fort Fetterman was cut
A London dispatch says the following
tire new and large stock in millinery, lurt>
on Friday last by Indians, who attacked a
and fur trimmings. Their latest style oi hay rauclie near the fort, wounding oue about the Transvaal Repuplic: Advices by
mail fmm Cape town to Sept. 9, report
hats are charming. See advertisement.
man and killing one horse. Several Inren

_

mr

.pmi? Tin? fHTnp

_

CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.

Invitations have been sent to all of
List

this (29th) district.

Cutler & Savidge

market

State Senator by the Democratic Senator.:
ial

DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.

HE-A-iD

The

is loading 10 cars a day

strips,

R. freighted 177,-

from the Saginaw

1876.

*

irOTTEj

They Can’t be beat.

34-Sm

valley from January 1st to September 1st,

yes- dent Ferry at the Chicago depot, en route
to Saugatuek on campaign business. The

Michigan,

to be

sylvania, by foreign capitalists.

late gale.

....

FURS! FURS!! FURS!!!

Huntingdon county, Penn-

444.500 feet of lumber

Capt. Smallman’s house burnt to the

is

'CANAL STREET,

EOH

,

eighty recruits for

36

Rapids,

month yet.

lor a

--

--

It Is expectedthat

mills at Ludington, Mich.,

have sufficient stock

v Several old shade trees had to succumb
to the power of the gale on Monday night

its ap-

NO.

the anniver-

sary of our big fire with a $200,000 blaze.

their Centennial trip.

The Indian

STAR HAT STORE,

every day.

is

Dh. Gee and lady have arrived home
from

i

THE

TO

0-0

A large corn elevator is to be erected at

Orleans doctors say that that city

Grand Rapid*

central and

Business Cental

Opposite(shove) Rathbun Houre.

57Monroe-st,1

And ho has atoo another entrance at

91 Ottawa-st,
Separate rooms for differentpatients.Call early,
Pat ents arriving In the city should come at once to
see the Doctor before attending to other business.
Office hours, 9 a. ra. to 4 p m. Sunday 10 to 2.

DR. AIKIN

that affairs in the Transvaal Republic were

pre-eminentlysuccessful In curing cases in his
The Hayes and Wheeler guards went
alarming,owing to the defeat of the Dutch Great Specialties,and has many living witnesses who
owe life ami health to him, after having given up all
to Zeeland on Monday evening to aid a
An enormous school of mackerel,a mile troops. The natives bad become unman- hope of relief. His remedies are most Infallible,
with marvelous eiuraey
efficacyrelieving i<>
symptoms
iii(iiuiio>
and remi
Republican meeting, which was addressed long and a fourth of a mile wide, was ageable. The Zuin King was about to wun
moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital
by Geo. W. McBride, Esq., of this place.
lead 40,000 men to attack the Transvaal gaus to their natural functions, purifying and Invig°r' dan
struck by fishiug smacks off New London,
orating the whole system, and he Is universally reand
threatened
a
wholesolc
massacre
of
lied upon as
W. Steele, of Sprang Lake, Mich., Conn., on tbeSOtli ult., and, though many
sweet’s
the Boers.
of the nets had to be cut because of the
with men, teams and equipments started
Cares.
from Pain, Weakness, Whites, Ulceration, finp
ont a miserIt is false economy to suffer from any ann
on the 25th ult , to commence an extensive weight, 300,000 fish, worth $10,000, were
The Moody and San key meetings at disease
on can have
or symptom, which, from his ability and able life,when by a little care you
nave the en
job of lumbering he has contracted to do taken.
Chicago were duly inaugurated on Bun- success in o many similar cases, you have every Joymcnt of perfect health.{MF’Call or send stamp
reason to believe the Doctor can cure. Health is for circularand Important
importantInformation.
for the Cutler & Savidge Lumber Co.
A coasting vessel of one hundred tons day. The demand for tickets was im- cheaperthan suffering and funerals. Do not bo |3f“Stlrplonl-tur*— few, healthy children, or none.
Is

dians were killed during the fight.

ir-ir-

him

A Doctor who

Zeeland

is progressing.

The

people

more Americanized,and their
Augmenting. Their gtist mill
doing a good business, and every store

now

at Ilartfotd, Conn., is owned

commanded

by a

are getting
business
4s

ters being the

woman,

two daugh-

her

crew. When

anti

her husband,

is

of $7 000 on the vessel, but
the American.
plucky women have paid it off.

spirit.
in ttie village partakes of

---

--

The Hon.

the captain, died five years ago there was
a debt

the

(’has 11. Taylor, of Grand

commenced a Democratic speech
on Monday night to the citizens of

joke is

misled or Influenced by the envious. Jealous or prejudiced, but acting on youroivn best judgment,call
unable to gain admittance. The tabernacle to fully Investigate and satlsty yourself. No use Fits, Chorea,Palsy, and all Nervous Affections are
to denonnee a man who tskes honeless cases from cured where other means fall, by improved reme
erected for these meetings is 160 by 190
the hands of good physicians, ana by his superior
feet and contains 8,000 chairs. It is evi- skill and Improved remedies restores them at once
to health ana life’s enjo ment.
dent that the evangelists have lost none of
"TOO LA TE! DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!" SurgicalDiseases,Cancers, Tumora. Hare-Lip,
Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., r medled by the moat aptheir magnetic power, and the
in
In how many cases this can be said of friends or prove(j methods,
relativesvictims of Consumption or oth»r Insldu-*T rrv
t-v
-vt •
Chicago bids fair to be as successful in
ous disease, and how sad the reflection that
rL
I j Pj 111 Pi It '
timely, skillful treatment to prolong life was
±.
xv*.
v ,
grand resultsas it was last winter in

"'“deformities.

work

$

A good

going the rounds of

the western part of this State at the expense
of the erudite editor of oue of the

-

York.

Rapids,
here

Michigan

-

-

who, on discovering a

fire,

rushed

to a slim audi-

Texas, and

'

1

On

Hoar, in the Seventh Congressional district to run

against B. F. Butler as inde-

the 30th ult. the coine;

at the

San

grasshopper^ are slopping trains right here

Franciscomint delivered t > the superin- in Texas. Sunday night,

when Mayor

tendent the largest amount of coin ever Lord and Alderman McGow.en were going
pendent candidatewas cousumuted on the
made in one day, amounting to $1,120,000 to Austin, just beyond Giddings the track
4th day of October, at a meeting of prom
in gold and $120,000 in silver. The total was so covered with ’hoppers that it took
inent residentsof that district Judge
amount coined at the mint during the last the train two hours to make six miles. In
Hoar accepts the Domination.
quarter was $13,400,000,an increaseof places they were two feel thick on the
The immense stock of goods received nearly $4,000,000 over the corresponding track. The wheels running over them
the store of P.

&

A. Steketee surpasses

anything ever brought to this town.

^ «

mashed Jhem so that the track became so

YQSM|

If

on

in this

way

Eighty citizens,many prominent, were with his tail, hut that useful appendage West Virginia, aud the euriosily to ascer/arrested on Monday last, at Grand Rapids, was too unwieldy or the old man too spry, tain the result rose higher and higher aud
for violating an old statute lor the enforce- and he fortunately got into shallow water culminated In the effort (p gel money
ment of order on Sunday. Forty were and escaped,preserving, however, the re- enough collected to get all the Associated

aja

ABES AMD DID HEX

NOW

KNOWN
MANENTLY

GRAND

TREATMENT

MADE

ALL

OF

T8 TREATED

Good Advice and Good Treatment
Youths and men who have received trom others
bad treatment and immoral advice (resulting in
sad consequencesor terriblediseases),will find u
true friend In '»r. Aikin, whose counsel and remedies they can rely upon for their moral an physical
well-being.

ST-ST-STUTOERING!

.

j

u

aa

DR. ATKIN,

that large new

.

w

fy

Old Jimmy Waring, of Beaufort S. C.,
going ahead. The stench from the mas- aa*at»9 *»a Bi&artagwaaa, Laaa
Tamoir, a*a graaa taagatx Wighad a big fight with a guinea shark the
sacred insects was so great and overpowerstore will be too small very soon, and they
aagag Cvaaa* g*a WagaaaWgw*
other night. Jimmy was crossing the
CoaartTVTigaaW9*ar rr
ing that the windows ot the cars had to be
Inform us that there are more goods on
g*u Matanggagraa,
river when his paddle was seized by the
closed
—
Houston
Telegraph
the way coming. They will also cut down
HIH PATIKSTS GAIN 10 TO 40 LBS. IN WEIGHT.
shark and literally chewed up before the
Serious, ComplicatedDiseases,that for
the price of Hour by offering an A No. 1
old man could get ashore. The hungry
On Tuesday last it was eleclion for state
Many years Resist the Treatmentof
article for $5.60.
monster endeavoredto smash the boat officers in ihe States of Ohio, Indiana and
numerous Physicians, are speedily
they keep

1\ I

MoVt families have one or more with life embltKISBLS a
tered by needless suffering-seldom
free from pain, aufforlhg the sad effects on body and mind of 8elfalways conscious of disease or disability, yet who Abuse, Kxcessea. Disease, or .Defect, whan-ver
can be restored to health by the aklllful Specialist,read or doctored in vain, letn t despairor false
Kstanlihedhere In extensive practice since modesty be vour ruin but call or aendat once.
18»w at (8t. Lonls in ’ttt, San Francisco during ’78) rjrthe only sore, rational, lastingcure for
enjoying a aide and merited reputation as a moat , Spermatorrhffia Seminal Weakness, Nervous Desuccessful Physiciar. and having thorough quallfl- bllity, Impotence,etc. No quackeryor deception
cations, insight and aptnessfor the healing art, Friendly advice and reliableaid. It is well known
with all the best means ftnd appllancwMiistro- thtl ur. A, always effect* a cure. Ills treatment
moots and remedies -known to the I rorcsslou, a Includes all— you need never look elsewhere,
constant succeasslonof cures still attends Dr. Those about to mariy shonld not fall to consult him.
Aikin’s practice,and consequently the number of
quickest, mild remedleefor all private,dla*
his i>atiunts iu ever on the increase.
SunS cases or old symptoms. Gleet, Syphilis,
Sirlcture, Defects, Phimosis, Hydrocele,vsricocele, etc., radicallycured. No merenry used. Private Rooms. No -getting prescriptions.”
TraveTHE WELL
SPECIALIST,
PER- lers promptlysupplied.
While many Innocent victims suffer the terrible
LOCATED IN
effects of certain diseases neglected or badly treat
RAPIDS, MICH.
ed by physicians In general (they should not be InHIS IMPROVED REMKDIK8 AND
structed with these cases),it Is right and proper to
HAVE
HIM CELEBRATED KOK
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or nnfortunate
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
may know where to get help, and no offense can bb
taken by pure mlndetkpersons—Mee Titus 1-16.
CLASHES
PA TIES
16

WITH EQUAL CARE AND SKILL.
HUUDBIDO ATIE3T Tfll OIIAT EFFICACY OF BII
slippery that the wheels revolved without
TRSATXWT.

period of last year.

aaj

VJ

the It
neg-

New

Grasshoppersare rather a novelty in
if you were to tell a Texan,
out into the slreetshouting: “Conflagration
ence, the weather being anything but
anywise
familiar
with railroads, that
conflagration!!conflagration!!!
Approxpleasant, and a fire alarm a little later
grasshopperscould stop a train, he would
imate hither with the implements of deluge
wound up the meeting.
laugh at the idea and think you were
and extinguishthis combustion.”
“poking fun at him.” For all this the
/ The movement to nominate Judge E.R.
dailies,

Holland, at Kenyon's Hall,

EPILEPSY.

mense, and thousands were turned away

Cured by

Dr.

Aikin.

The Right Doctor

at

Last.

Stammering, and Impediments iu speech that dally
and hourly vex amt mor ify, and make one a laughing stock through life, permanently cured by a
scientific, rational and practical method.
Sick Hcndacbs. and Ague, cured by one dose
Antidotes lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
Trusses. Supporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.,

supplied.

)4

A suffererfor years from diseaseand bad treat
ment, writes: -Dr. Aikin. I thank you from the
bottom of my heart for making me as well as I am.”
Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
taken for going to the poslofflce, nineteen mains of his paddle, in which were several Press dispatchesthrough as fast as they
A gentleman sutes: ••Dr. Aikin, you are iluht— panlculars of their case to Ur. Aikin, eithcr In perIs needless 10 be sick. R.. followmgyour direc- son or bv letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
for pleasure-riding, six for entering tbe^r teeth extracted from the shark’s jaws.
were received in Chicago. In this we i<
tions. after your medicines had cured me, have personal, or family matter, andean always rely upwere partially successful— enough to carry Kept perfectlywell. I tell everybodyof your great on the sti Iciest confidence and aecrecy.
places of business, ten for working on
Thu late Indian scare in southwestern
fir DR. AIKIN guaranUu betUr. $aftr tnat
success and Improved treatment.’’
it through. We are the happy possessors
Sunday, and eight for peddling milk. The
Another one says: -Have never felt so well In ment (and for lets moneji)I <dl Special Caete than
Colorado and New Mexico lias resulted in
of a set of gentlemanin the Chicago my life as when Under your care and since your ranbehad Uewhere. fie la easily accessible from
trials will, no doubt, have to be abandonall polnta.
curing me.”
the disarming of all of the hostilesin that
ed, whereas the latest reports showed that
Jepot and a first-classtelegraph operator,
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
section of the country by the military
Consultation Free. I erne altoayt Reaeonable.
no jury could be found that would agree
which made time pass pleasantlywhile A lady writes to Dr. Aikin: ‘‘I am so soon and
under Col. Hatch. At one time there was
easily well by your treatment that my faith In
wailing. At about 10 P. M. the news be you Is unbounded and shall recommend you to all Come prepared to arrange needful, thoroughtreatto anything. The Common Council of
ment Satisfaction quaranteedto AU. Medicines
a prospect of ho insurrectionamong the
gan to come slowly, and the reiurns seemed in* friend? as a most reliablephysician,
Grand Rapids may menu all right, but
furnished.Patients visited, In city, or any dis••Must have help, or die, or go Insane, I conclu- tance, in serious cases
Utes, hut it has now entirelyquieted down.
too scatteredand wavering to form an ded.” writes a man of#, In poor health for years,
have ridiculously overshot their mark in
The Indians near the Cheyenne agency in
who. after a short treatment by Dr Aikin, further
for
opinion. The next day the dispatches states:
this matter.
-Your remedies are having a remarkable From the wrong Idea that he chargea too much/
the Indian territory have also been diseffort.
I
can
sleep
better,
am
galmnir
flesh,
and
kept pouring iu in torrents, showing clearmany whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, continue
Workmen are now tearing up the floor armed in order to prevent an uprising ly that Ohio had gone Republican and In my health Is improving In a)', respects”
to suffer or doctor carelrMly, wasting time, buying
DK. AIKIN has given the public sufficientevi- won nlessrafc/Hmafoci/wandtrying recipes, ana
of the Senate chamber, for the purpose of which was at one time feared, and which
dence to convince the most skeptical and Incre- In thU way expend more than sufficient to have
dlana Democratic, both by small majori- dulous that his method of treatmentIs peculiarly
cured and kept them well. The fact la, by saving
renewing it and are rearranging the lines would have taken place had it not been
ties. Official returns cannot be given as successful In every department of his Great Hpeci- drug bills, loss of time, etc., he cures for less than
al i Gs, especially such cases aa
have defied the
for a more equal distributionof air through for the prompt action of Gen. McKenzie,
yet, but the most reliable news we can skill of other and Justly cefobrat d physicians: others.
the registers. Numerous brick piers which Just before he departed with his comhence NO ONK SHOULD DESPAIR that Is afflict*
Life ib too Short to be Miserable.
gather at preeent is from both political
*ed with seemingly Incurabledisease,but cherish
£ff~lf YOU have any serious, obstinatedisease
supported the old floor and obstructed the mand for the north.
Hope of being relieved of suffering,If not entirely or annoying symptoms, no matter how discouraged
headquarters in the large cities, ranging a ho
cu red, by his succesfu) mode of treatment,
flow of air will be replaced by iron color how disappointed,stop useleaidoctoringand
Ohio’s Republican majority at from 5.000
dr sing and ajiply to Ihe Doctor. Bufferers for years
Our correspondent at Grand Haven,
umns, and the ventilation of the Senate
or a lifetimebe curca In a few weeks.
to 8,000, and Indiana’s Democratic machamber will be greatly benefited. Con- writing about the effects of Monday's gale, jority ranges ail the way from 2,000 to
CURED A1 HOME.
All Diseases and Affections of the Eye and Ear
says : The schoonerTwo Charlies, o w ned
Persons at a distance may be cured at home by
successfullytreatrd by mild remedies. Cress
gress at the last session appropriated $5,000
5,000. West Virginia has also gone I >emo- Eyes Straightened. ArtificialKjes Insetted that addressing s letter to Dr. Alkiu, statingcase, sympby Kiaas Brouwer, of Grand Haven, went
for this purpose. - The gas-pipeswill also
toms, length of time the disease has continued,
cratic by from 5,000 to 10,000 majority. look natural. No pain.
and have medicinespromptly forwarded, free from
be renewed in many parts of the building to pieces against the south pier. She was
damage and curiosity to any part of the country,
In Grand Rapids they pretend to have
with fhll and plain directions for use, by enclosing
where they are leaky, and an additional hot insured. The schooners Minnie Cor- official figures to show that Colorado has
Asthma, Bronchltla,and all Throat and Lung 110 In registered letter,P. O. order, or Express.
lette, of Muskegon; II. D. Moore, of SauComplaints
(which
In
this
country,
are
the
greatitcam-boiler for the heating department
gone Democratic— we’ll take the benefit est enemies to Health and Life) when change of Cali, or address Pno». N. i. Aiun, M. D.,
will be put in place, $8,000 having been gatuck, and barge Island Queen, owned by
of q doubt on that. The telegraph brings climate and all else falls, are cured by Dr. Aikln’a
57XgimSt,emiBoUi,litl.
While, of Grand Haven, alLv
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional Restorative
appropriatedfor the new gas mains and • Squiers
maxni: DR. AIKIN is the only qualified,
is news from all over the United States, Treatment.
loaded with lumber, went oji Die beads \
experienced,NlUUl Mpeclallat here; treat# his
boiler.
and reports the curiosity and anxiety to
Lingering or Chronic Dineases, patients honorably;gives the choicestremedies;
near the north pier. The two last menIs a regular graduate In medicine; universally
Scrofula, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia,Piles, Goitre,
The gale of Monday last reminded this Boned are insured. The schooner Hattie learn the result as having been intense in Dropsy,Gravel, Constipation, Tape-Worm, Liver owned the most successful,and Is the right one to
most of the large towns and cities. . Most Diseases, etc., oi whatevername or nature,care- employ in all cases. Envious doctors try to InCity of the fiery ordeal we passed through Earl lost her rudder, but made the harbor
jure him— thoss In general practice attempt every
of the leading Eastern papers suy that fully diagnosedand skillfully treated.
case they can get, though unaNe to well treat
in 1871. A couple of chimneys burning
fely. The surf boat of the life-saving
special
al diseases—
dlseases-while
while never denouncingotnern.
other M.
the small majorities given leaves Die quesout increased the danger, and two fires in station rescued the crews of the Island
D.’a, but sending them family patients, careful,
eons,
sober,
independent.
Dr.
Aikin
devotee
The Married or Single desiring aM or advice In courteous,
the woods south and aouthwest of the Queen and Corlette; the other crews were tion undecided, and will cairy the cam- any delicatematter relatingto health (and beauty), blfii sdf
elfwuolly
to his specialitieswith triumphant
w i
town caused our authorities to take pre- saml. The following vessels put into this paign through another month wiib all its prevention, and cure of decease, confidentlycon- success. All the afflicted who Come, to him' will
sult the Doctor with the assurance of safe, quick flud the aldtbeyseek,
130’" Read this OoHimn and Und to i Friend or
cautionary measure*. The fire bell was harpor for safety: The scows South Ha* fury; so that the content will not end until cure In all cases, as he Is doubtless the most skillthe setting of the sun ^>n the 7th day of ful ladles’ physician in the world. Do not suffer Invalid.
rung, which brought the people out and a
A. Fredericks Skinner, U. 8. Grant,
November next.
squad of men were stationed on the outGranger; schooners Myrtle, Hattie

CONFIDENTIAL!

»

Ton.

No Exca«e

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

&

LADIES!

skirts of the city to

meet the

fire fiend if

,J. Tibbets,

Elm

City.

a patrol^ for the principal
watch the city. Tb# ground
j . No. 1. Floor at $5.60 per brl at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
being damp, prevented the spjuts from
doing any damage and the fire from
Come and ae** wbal we can sell you
spreading very fust toward the cily. At
Boots or Shoes for before you buy elseone o’clock next morning the gale sub. where. The largest assortment and the
sided and the danger was over.
cheapest
P. & A. STEKETEE.
necessary, and

Go

to Pessinksfor a fine assortment of

Shad lues.

BOOKBINDING!

streets to

,

at

Immense

varieties

of new Ginghams

—

Dead Animals.

The queuiion naa heenfor aiontr
w lime
trill/
‘ du
• -with
- dead animals. Tito
what will
you

Hue
„

and calicoes,— all shades and colors— and mentawitlT Mr.- nf^VomrtfliB^^lahd, aTwhoM inesas to remove all dead animals at bis
River street,all Job work for binding can own expense, by simply notifying blm
all kinds of Drees Goods just received store.on
be left. I have purchasedanew and complete
J
(no auction goods) which we offer for very of tools and stock and will furnJehflrst-cIa**
'•
low prices. Come and price them before
,
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
Muskegon, Sept. S 1876.
yon purchase. * P. & A. STEKETEE.

Work.

A.CIWHXGH.

J

1876.

BAWLING BELLA.
BY

F.

by the

B. BUCHAN.

liiud

at

home, or there's ill-luck for the

new

falls,

of

a

nurry, And did himself a

little

too cold shiver that crept over

my

skin to

brown,” laughed the possessor of the the uncanny blast that came snorting at
me as I came out with the engine, The
And bdw ahe bawls!'' Jtiat ace thoae knotted acowla, hare. “The red lights of my ‘Pluto’
routed him out of the hole in the snow whole air was full of white snow, and as
How the aoba atruggle lu her Uttle throat
'What swelling gurgles, what tumultm ua howl*,
where he sat crouched on the bank as the wreaths of it drove like white ghosts
And then, at last, that long, wild, piercing note*,
comfortableas you please, and he began across the engine, I could hardly see the
Poor Itridgettremble*, faithlcAbroUiert Jaw,
klanmia turns pale, “Who’* killed?”her fathd to run a wager with our train. For two smoke-stack.
lehiissy.
“Hfcar’T pr three /minutes, perhaps, I saw the’ J “Of the light-signalsone caught only
And tiojiridfe ej^jadf»U|tle4gnrtti
i
''stupid little blkfik rascal Bkimming over I-fcow and then a glimpse,red, White, er
she bawls !
b**1*1’’ J
the snow in the second track alongside green ; of the horn and pipe signals,
And ait the woria *eems bawling in rep/y
the engine. I gave a short pfiff ! That what with tfie howling of the wind about
Nat harks like mad, the cm** old parrotaoolds,
The six canaris*,sworn to do of die,
scared mm; he put out on a spurt, got the cars and car- wheels, and its singShriek till a napkin every cagb enfold*
ahead into the red light of the signal ing in the telegraph-wires,and the
The robin* wrangle where the cherrie*grow,
TTi r hones whinny in the distant stalls,
lantern—perhaps that blinded him— he whistling of the engines, one heard only
Ihe hen* all cackle,and the rooeteracrowdoubled before the engine as he would enough to be sure one had not underSte bawls ! our belli l*WU ! JAM
bsfoia a dog, right across the track. I stood them. Of the shoute of the men
With angry hum the UeCa gb butimgTiy,
looked to the other side to see when he one conld make just nothing but that
The anarrowa bicker aharply on the eaves,
The ruffled peacock scream* a fierce reply.
would come in eiffht again, but. he didn’t they shouted.
The roee-tme rattle* all her fretfulleaves,
“Then there were a couple of hunappear. I thought he was either killed
The very winds of hea>en, in pettishflaws,
Break from the frowningcloud* in clamorou! or had run back under the train, and dred cars being shunted about in all diequalls, >
forgot the creature. But when we’d got rections at the same time ; on all sides
fhe sleepy thunder growl*, and all because
to Seestadt, and the grate of my engine they came looming like great shadows
She bawls I our Bella bawls
» u
was being cleaned, out, the fellow down out of the darkness and thick snow, and
Why Joe* she bafel ? Dew me! ! I wish I inew
underneaththere with the poker called straight vanished in it again. The poor
CoriereetherilflyelyiWiw
intro#,
r
wet to the skin, up to
out from the ash-hole:‘ Homig, Hornig, switch-tenders,
With yellow curia and eyoa of summer blue,
From Paris, all complete from top to toe.
you’ve brought a roast with yon. I be- their knees in snow, sprang this way and
What if those 4*0 whc?vw lost their wigwlook M.
lieve the fire of the Pluto has scorched .that between the rolling cars. You
What if that stupid Bid will eaB them "dawl*,”
Well ray they'requeens and countesses; oh, still
the fellow’sbrains. Come down and know how a distributing station looks of
She bawlal our Bella bawls
a winter night God only knows how
see ! Sure enough, as true as I sit here,
*b- ' "
f? Tl
’tis we’re not all made mince -meat of in
there
lay
my
hare
underneath
in
my
ashShe’s turning purple 1 Ob. what ahall I dot
Shell split her htlle larjTix ia a trice
box, dead and half stewed. The ash-box the course of it ; and I’ve all my life
•Come, darling, look! your tia-thlng* f*ctn Aunt
must have caught him on the jump. He long been surprised when next morning
Sue.
I haven’t heard that this one or that was
O pfct ! ibia ihlTf and water la so alee,
was in a hurry to be roasted.”
The raiain*nmffhare come just fresh from Spain,
Loud laughter followed the young en- killed on the spot. And if anything
She bawls ! our B^lljp bawl*
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“ Just as I was in the middle of the up a
cut, which lies, you know, in the curve, said:

button ’twixfc finger and thumb,

you and where that night one could not see
“ 4 See, within so much of a horrible
was a car length off, I heard a whistle be- death has your husband -been tohind me, and right after* it the clip and night !’
“ This fellow wished to do himself the gene in the driving snow.
“ I thought I’d taken the matter more clap of the approaching train. I noticed,
honor of making a part of Hening’s treat
“Look ! I have the buttons yet,
to night, but probably was in too much to heart than it was worth, and laid the too, that the engine was pushing the and mean to carry them till death comes

he arldeat littleahoen we could contrive,

No cruel corset those soft rib* to fre* :
From a loose belt her light aa*b fluttering
Ibe very picture rf lithe eaae, and yet

I

year, *
Fiddlesticks !’ said he ; ‘ only
“Where did you get that creature?
And what are you goi»g to do with him?” be sure you're on hand,’ and away he

Orie«r! MtaA cotton! vliat*fcarlul<tin!
Why, there rLo atande Ur aweeteslelf alive,
Her hair nntortured by a triaplng jin.
•

legs.

to view a half -scorched hare that he held

,
!

;

And these meringnes, in meltlpg foamy balls.
The aweetest things you ever ata 1 in vain—

does happen, the strict gentlemen at the
green table in their warm office up there
out with the rules out of their pockets.
To be sure, it is the only way. But if
they would only just for once in their
lives take the trouble to look on them-

gineer’s story.

train before it, because the stroke of the

in reality.”

engine was much farther behind than
The old man opened his coat and drew
the rolling of the wheels. I thought, out two buttons, stamped with the
‘ Ah I that is the reserve train of some
King’s arms, which he wore secured by
twenty pair of wheels that stood yonder a string about his neck. .
ahead on the track, and that they are
“ And now you know why I pitied the
shunting over to the fraight-house. ’ But poor creature in the ash-box, I have
passed only vagpiely through my
mind, as one always thinks mechanically
of his work even when his head and
heart are full of other things. I say
vaguely ; in reality I didn’t feel the
slightest in tercet in it, for the train
must directlypass me on the other
track. But when the ping and pang of
the wheels on the hard-frozen track had
got quite dose up, and I already heard
the coupling-chain on the foremost car
clinking back and forth, and saw the
light of its signal-lantern begin to glide
by me on the snow, I partly turned my
head to call out a ‘ Happy New- Year !’ to

all this

the fellows

upon

the train.

“ But there was no train on the track;
and at the same instant I got a violent
blow in the back. The sparks danced
before my eyes— slap !— I lay flat on my
face on the track, and, pung ! pung
the cars began to pass over me.”
!

Here the old engineer made another
pause. It was still as death in the room,
and faces breathless and riveted leaned
forward and round the table. He filled
the glasses again, pressed

down

the to-

it

came up in

the talk, but I don’t like to speak of

it,

because the agony of death was it, and
that’s something no man calls to mind
willingly. But hark I 12 o’clock! Good
luck to ua all for the New Year ; and
any number of hundred thousand locomotive mUeel”— Appleton's Journal.
Diphtheria and Its Cure.
A small quantity of either sulphate of
iron, tannin, or chlorate of potash, put
dry upon the tongue, and allowed to dissolve there, once in every hour, have all
been found to bo most efficient remedies in the early stages of diphtheria.
This terrible disease appears under three
varietiesof forms : 1st. There is a
fever, severe pains in the back, bones
and limbs, and very great prostration.
There may be no soreness of the throat,
but, on examining it, small white specks
will bo noticed on the tonsils, but few
or none on tue rest of the throat. These
cases will recover under any and every
variety of treatment in four to six days.
The great, but false, reputationof many
remedies and physiciansis based upon
the necessarily favorable results of these

and went on
She bawls ! our Bella bawla
“Now laugh, will you, you stupid
“ You sec, boys, when we sit here this
blockheads,at the poor beast 1” growled
Mamma, mamma ! one choked and gasping cry,
way round the table, or stand on the en- cases. 2d. Large patches of false
Then shlverlag on that gentle breast she Ilea,
Zimmermann, as he filled the glasses;
gine, or even, like poor Hornig here to- membrane will be observed,both on the
“Bing, aing,”aha aoba: thrlttnpeat oaeaea by,
“because you don’t know what a cursed
The starlightglimmera iu the aoftenlug eyea,
day, have to go through a squeeze by tonsils and back of the throat; but the
pleasant feeling one has under an ashAnd on that atom-swept1HU* heart and brain
those examiners,our ideas come along glands of the neck do not become swolFalla the awwt voice,aa David’* harp on Saul’s,
selves outside
box.”
one after the other, slowly and in some len. The majority of these cases will
There ia no ohanft like mother’s ringing, when w
“That night, then, it was right bad,
“ And do you know that, then ?” cried
She bawla ! our Bella bawla 1
sort of order, so that one can take a also recover under very simple treat—Scv England Journal og Education.
several voices, in tones of strong doubt. and the Sylvesterpunch, too, may have
good look at ’em. They even say we ment, unless the disease extends down to
“I know everything, as you rascals touched the men’s heads a little beforeengineers are slower than other men, be- the wind-pipe, which it rarely does. 3d.
know right well, and have been through hand, for the ringing went at a rate as
Bf THE THICKNESS OF A BUTTON; everything that can happen between the if Satan himself was giving the orders. cause all the qui jkness is gone out of us True malignant diphtheria, with swelling
into our engines. But, boys, in the of the glands of the neck and under the
underside of the rails and the top of the The cars flew so this way and that, and
second or so between the blow and my jaw; profuse and often offensiveexuda“ Ah ! thqre you come at last, do you ?
the lights went by like flashes, and
smoke-stack.” *
lying flat on tho ground, I did more tions in the mouth and throat; more or
The punch has hod a full head of steam
“But you haven’t been in the ash- everywhereone heard the groaning and
thinking than ever I did before or since less discharge from the nostrils.
on tins long time,” cried old Engineer
box?” laughed the company, a little clinking of the buffers crashing together,
Chlorate of potash is a disinfectant as
from Easter to Whitsuntide,
Zimmermann to several sturdy figures,
derisively.
and the men crept about under and bewell as a curative remedy, and, if given
who, deep buried in thick furs, that loft
“First about home, tho warm room
“Not exactly,” replied the old man, tween the cars as if the wheels were
pure and dry upon the tongue, every
only pod noses and gleaming eyea exgingerbread and the buffers downy pil- and everythingin it, and the New Year’s hour, night and day, will rareb disapposed, came puffing, and stamping, and very gravely,“but under it, and partly,
lows. But before all there was a wretch- chimes, and the going to church in the point the practitioner. A small do^,'
covered with snow, into tne engi- too, very near in it. But I tell yon,
I could morning; then the assistant stationI’ve
been
by
when
a splendid train of ed little assistant station-master—
every night, may act as a preventive
neer’s room at Burglitz.
not bear the man, because he once came master as he lay there under tho cloak
remedy. Sometimes tannin may be
It is New Year's eve, and the table in magnificentcars, full of people in high
very much in my way in a certain matter on the snow ; and then I began reckongiven more readily than the chlorate of
the engineer'sroom is covered with an spirits, with one jolt— before you could
ing
as
distinctly
as
if
I
was
giving
the
—but I could not help looking in amazepotash. Tho sulphate of iron is rather
exceptionalneat white cloth, and on it, lift your hand to your pipe or light a
heap of ment as I saw hie signal lantern every- orders for making up all the trains, more irritant, and must be in smaller
.&6xt
tbc mighty bowl, match— was nothing but
where, swinging in an inch, swinging about the train that was passing over quantities. Tne main points in the use
at which old Zimmermann is Vigorously' kindling-wood and broken screws and
horizontally,swinging crosswise, up, me. How was it it was on the wrong of the remedies are to give them dry
working, "while the clouds of steam that pieces of axles and wheels, out of whioh
down, behind, before, and heard his track, the «ne I’d been on, coming, out upon the tongue, and frequently and
came
groans
and
cries
for
help,
while
rise from it, and’ the empty rum-flasks
shrill voice through all the storm. And on tho in- track? And then all at once
regularly, both by night and day.
that stand by it* leave no donbt that its despairingmen stood round it wringing
see,
I’d just called to the man as I saw I thought, what before in the midst of
contents are devoted to go at high pres- their hands; and locomotives,like kitmy
cogitating
I
had
forgotten—
the
outhim slip through between two buffers,
The Chicago Ledger is said to have
sure into throats of boiler-iron-agenu- tens on a roof, leaped down the bank,
that he ought not to be so devilish reck- ward track I had seen as early as noon spent $50,000 in advertising the past two
and
rolled
once,
twice,
three
times
over
ine engineer’s punch.
in a storm where one could neither already deep buried in snow, and that years, and, by the looks of the newspa“The devil! Uncle Zimmermann and over, wheels up and smoke-stack less,
see
nor
hear a thing, and might slip was why they were coming out on tho pers throughout the United States, we
hard old Sylvester’s day this, eh ?” cried underneath, and all was steam, fragdown into the bargain. But he had in-track. Then I saw plain enough tho should say it would take as much to go
ments,
fire,
hissing,
and
shrieks;
but
the new-comers,shaking off the snow,
train just as it stood; there couldn’t be
and pulling ofi furs, jackets, caps and never in five-and-thirty years’ railroad- laughed at me, and called out: / You at- more than ten or elev* n freight-cars, all round this year. And to cap the climax
tend
to
your
own
work,
Zimmermann,
the proprietors have announced their paing has my heart stood so still as it did
outer boots.
and never mind me; wemuxt be through our own cars, they all went high above per at $1.00 a year. How it is done is a
under the ash box.”
11 What do you sugar- babies know of
before midnight — forward, forward!’ tho rails— they would do me no harm. mystery, unless they have more than “a
“Tell us aiont ft, ‘Uncle Zim, tell
hard days in your glass houses, on your
and away he was gone. I had called I lay flat enough between the rails. But barrel of money *’ to give away. We bemachines that rock you with their easy us!” cried voices one could see were
after him with a good will: ‘To the devil the engines— the ash-boxes cf ihe en- lieve, however, it is the theory of the
springs as gentle os if you were in your used to making themselves heard above
with you, then !’ and that I shall not for- gines! I knew all three engines that publishersthat all they ask of the reader
nurses’ arms ? You ought to have stood the clatter,rattle,and clank of the locoget my life long, but shall think of it still stood fired up at the station as well is to pay for the white paper and postwith us back in ’39 and ’40 on the little motive.
with sorrow on my death- bed.” Here as my tobacco poucU. The ‘ Wittekind’ age ; for their labor, when the paper
machines that went so hard and jolting
“ Well, well 1 I’ll do it,” he replied, the old engineer made a pause, wiped would go harmless enough over me,
reaches 100,000 or more circulation,their
you felt every jog of the rai s, from the as he slowly undid his tobacco pouch
his forehead, took a draught froiA his even though I had been stouter than I advertising will pay the profit. While
sobs of your feet up 'under your caps, and began to fill his
short pipe, glass ef minch, and went on:
was; the ‘Hermann,’ too, might be mer- they are building up the paper they do
and that wouldn’t badge a foot if the “ though I don’t like to go over the
“I heard him still giving the order ciful to me, at any rate if it was carry- not solicit advertising,and hence the
snow lay a hand’s- breadth deep on the story. To this day there’s always someing little water and fire, and the sleep‘ Forward
!’ yonder among my comrades,
readers get a great paper for $1.00 that
rails, and then we stood all out-of-doors, thing turns over Tinder the third rib here
ers
under me didn’t stand up too much; is worth $3.00. As the publishers have
and heard the car-chains clink, and then
night and day, without screen or shel- when I think of
,v
a sound— what like was it? have you but under the 4 Slius,’ one of the new, the money, no doubt they will succeed.
ter, summer and winter, the hottest, day
“You see, boys, the hands that ever heard a butcher hack through a lew-bhilt elephants,I was a dead man. Address The Ledger, Chicago, III, inin July and Hie ooldecft ‘day in -Decem- worked this punch in those days came
thick bone with his ax ?— and then a dull Ay ! dead ? That wouldn’t be the worst. closing $1.00 for subscription and 15
ber, without any protection but our near being the hands of a widow then,
cry, and then again, only the cling and I should be slowly crushed and torn into cents for postage.— CAioa^/o Times.
coate and a buffalo outside- coat, that and my Carl and Julia weren’t born yet,
clang of the buffers clashing together. shreds. Which engine was it, then,
had been well drubbed, I tell you, by though you might even then have called
Outlived them All.
A cold shudder ran over me; then I got coming there ?
the btorms. That was something like mo Stout Franz.”
the signal to go ahead— there was no
“ All this, you see, boys, I had thought
Thirty-nine
years ago Victoria took
hard times. But what do you know
“But what’s that to do witn it, un- stopping. ‘Forward, forward!’ In a between the blow and the lying flat ; her seat on the throne, and she has lived
about it? Fat that matter, what’s the cle?” asked the circle.
moment I was far away in the other end but when I was once down, all calcula- to see every one of her then contempoworst you htvb to do to whftt they've
“Well, then, in the d
’s name, of the yard, where no one could know tion ceased, and it was just by instinct I raries disappear. Some have died,
put our Hennig through here to-day,
light up your plagued elegant cigars what had happened.
stretchedmyself out and held my breath others have been discrowned and exiled.
who hds come off A 1 from his examinaagain. They suit you dolls in glass
“ But I did my duty still, only as if I and made myself thin as an otter that’s The Eoglish lady is becoming old, but
tion ? And here he is now.”
cases, os the short pipe suite us stout
“Hallo I old
How was, it? fellows under the free heavens. Pass was dreaming, and when, a half hour trying to get out from a trap, and count- looking Back in the years past, she has
How did it go? Did they make you the glasses this way, and then hold your later, we had got through and I entered ed the axles that passed on oyer me. the consolationof knowing that private
the engine-house again, the boss said to Every ping and pang spoke distinctly worth, prudence and temperance give*
swedb? Come, sit down ! Bring on the
jaw till I get through.
me, ‘Have you heard, Zimmermon, out in syllables, 4 A wretch-ed death, a character and robustness to the woman
punch,1.” were the exclamations poured
“
It was upon New Year’s eve, in the AsistantStationmasterForges has been wretch ed death !’ And now something as they do stability to the sovereign.
on the new-comer from all sides.
killed on the spot, crushed to death be- heavy catches hold of mo 1 No, it is
“Lese noise there!” broke in the year 1845, thirty years ago, and a devil
The very highest award that the Cennothing yet— it only grazes me, and
bf
a
storm,
driving
snow
and
sleet mixed tween the buffers?’
harsh voice of old Zimmermann. “Sit
tennial
Commission can confer upon any
“ I didn’t ask many questions ; my glides clinking its length alopg over mo
down? Yesl Punch? No! flornig together. I was a young fellow; I’d
exhibitor,
a Diploma of Honor and
been married about a year. You know very heart shuddered, and I don’t know and off, striking a chill to my marrow—
. and Franz aren’t here yet, that are comMedal
of
Merit, has been granted to L
it
is
a
chain
hanging
down.
But
now
it
the
station
is
a
horrible
place
for
serhow I took care of my engine and got on
ing in with the
twenty
L. Cragin & Co., Philadelphia,for the
miKtoS behind now, and must be iU in vice. Let a storm come which way it the way home. As I passed by the comes I the ground begins, at first gent- celebratedDobbins’ Electric Soap.
will, it always sweeps clean across the stairs, I saw a group with lanterns ly, then stronger and stronger,to trem- a minute or two more. Gloss and glass
square that’s open and level as the top standing there, and something covered ble under me; it comes very . slowly. NationalLife Insurance Co. of U. 8. of A.
• About for all ; that’s fair play.”
of this table. In toward the town there with a cloak lying on the snow. I didn’t Then I saw at the side that the rails and
This Company ia one of tho etrongeetand
“Well,. now,” began the young candidate, wiping from his forehead the is a little cut with two tracks, one or the stop ; I shivered all' over ; and I can tell the snow and the rolling wheel-shadows moat proaperoua of our life hwtitutiona.Ic baa
over me grew ever redder, redder. It the l&rgeat amount of aaaota and the largeat
jperspiration tnat broke out afresh at the other of whish always chokes up in the you, boys, I’d have given heaven knows
amount of insuranceof any company of its age ;
ree&UectiuD,“they gave it me well, I first hour of a drifting snow. Juatas what if I hadn’t wished him to the devil was the engine tire shining from the ash- was organized in 1868 by practical inaorauce
you
get
through
the
cut,
in
the
third
box.
Now
I
felt it grow hot on my bare
•half
an
hour
before.
I
tried
hard
to
get
> can tel you. I was examined by the
men, and ita inaurance boaineea ia no# under
new rules, you know. There sat a row house in Garden street, behind the oil- that out of my head. I meant nothing head and neck. The sleepers yielded the same management. It baa a aurplua of
of chaps, 1 guess a rod long, and naty mills that we often cursed fora nuisance, particular by it ; ’twaa a way of talking under mo ; the rails groaned and bent ; $1,319,852 ; ratio of asset* toNiablliti* are 153
one of ’em, except our engine-master, because we alwajs had to shut off steam common with us. Among you young the ground shook violently; it is on me. per cent. It has the largeat capital of ant company in the country. It has paid ror losses,
did I ever see on an engine or in a shop. going by for fear of the sparks from the chaps it’s worse yet, and it would cure It strikes me violently in tho back, daring the eight (8) years of it* existence,
chimney
catching
in
the
shingle
roof,
I
presses
forward—
God
have
mercy
on
you if you once felt the crawling inside
And our engine-masterwasn’t the worst,
$1,314,383.70.Ita assets are stronglysecured,
'fctther. They questioned me sharp, lived with my Louise and Franz, just of you that I have. Well, at last I made mel Then rip, crack! something on
me gave way. ' Pang! pang! rolling!
that’s a fact; right up to the handle. born, who is superintendent now over out to get thinking of the warm room at
'
home there with the felt slippers all thundering I stamping !— the engine had contracts simple and definite. It ia a a rong
Bat oie could understand them, and at
stock company, and offers Inducementssu“ So, on Sylvester-eve,
1845, 1 came ready, and Louise and the youngster, passed over me and off. From the free perior to many companie®, and equal to those
.give them some sort of reasonableanr met.
But what the other fellows asked into the station with a heavy freight and the flask of arrack and the sugar heaven once more the. snow cloud of any, Agents wanted in every town in the
Northern States. For agencies or policies, ap• mt I
didn't mdte’n half understand train from Griesthal, after standing for and the lemons on the table, and the plunged down upon me.
“How I got on my legs I don’t know. ply at Chicago office,157 LaSalle atreet.
cat and the tea-kettle singing, and by
’ isran't any railroad lingo they used ; fourteenhours on the engine in a storm
•and what they were driving Ate-well, at six below, I was frown stiff as an degrees I began to feel a little lighter. I stood there, I shook myself, and saw
We take pleasurein dialling the espe“ Now, with all this, and of this and the red lights of the engine disappear
yes, I know— I'd looked it up in the icicle, and glaa enough, you oet, to get
.1 attention of our rsadfre to the advertiasround
the
curve.
They
looked
to
me
bois Superintendent ‘ Herael lent me, hold of the Sylvester punch. It was get- that, you’ll readily believe I hadn’t too
meat of the Bobbin’? Family Washer in our
like the eyes pf a veritable bodily death.
just to be able to anBWer. Never saw ting dusk already as I came in, and much heed to wind and weather, road or
anything of it in service, never had any through the whirl of glisteningflakes, pathway ; and all I knew was, it was Then Lfelt myself to see what the engine
hundreds on whirlingand howling; yet in the air as I had turned loose ; and, behold ! the regoooaskm'forft, and don’t believe I ever saw the etitten
ehall if 1 live to be
m hundreds of lights, like a huge Christ- entered the cut by the oil-mill,through ulation buttons were gone frdm my coat
poor Christmas-boxfor which I might have seen the windows
“And what in thunder was it all, mas-box.
We advise all our readerswho are in want of a
“ I went to the nearest switch-tender reaUu good washing machine, or who wish to
me
!
There
were
collected through the of my house, if one could have seen
tfaenf” began one of the crowd, lighting
and got a lantern and looked for the secure a good paying btsinere, to send at one*
his cigar, just as the door was suddenly holidays a regular town of cars, some- anything at all ten paces off. I went
ahead
on
the
right-hand
track
of
the
buttons iij the snpw ; but when we were
thrown open. A cloud of snow burst in, thing Uke 500 of them, and they’d got to
sitting
round the bowl aV home, aha I
two
in
the
cut
becanso
that
was
freer
•
be
all
made
up
Wo
that
everything
could
and out of it emerged the dim fornifl of
jrom enow, and from
I conld was putting in first too much rum and the Q«o. D. Biasell Oo- Naogatuok, Conn.
two new
Wfincers
then too much sugar, Louise, wonderjee my house sooner.
.of tlm two engines thatnad brought in
Pmplbs on': the face, rough skin,
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pound
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“ ? Hauser is taken sick, and you will
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train could come on me from behind, a word.’
pouch, bud let's bave«the solids in from have to take No. 8 in his plaoe.’
“ Thf ojny sense and speech cme to
« ‘Ten thousand thunders!’ said I; and at that hour none was to be expected
vfcmft-his-name’s.”
" Here’s a bit of roast for one thing,” ‘but I hope it won’t last till midnight, in front. Besides,I must have heard it me again, and! showed: Louise the but-;
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rsied one of the last arrived, and raised Mr. Btstion- master, for then I most be coming.
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seven pieces, veneered frames, onlv $50. The
beet woven- wire mattrees $7.80. and genuine 40A Nobby Little Couple.
ponud cor ed hair mattressfa$11, now offered
[From the Philadelphl* Times.]
by Colby Wirtz, 217aud2l98tate-8t.,
Chicago. AUCTION AND SALE ROOMS OF HORSES, CARTwo of the smallest childrenin the Their at ckof fnmitnreexcels any establishRIAGES AND HARNESS.
-world for their ages, which
years ment in tho Northwest,and tbeso quotations
and 12 years and 2 months, respect- indie*'e tbs low prices of all their goods. No
aefor DatJtog.riKrrsnfementejifa made
ively, were introducedto the faculty
AUCTION MART FOR THE SALE OF HORSES. HAR
Jroad at half mes.
NESS AND VEHICLESOF EVERY DESCRIPTION
and students of the Jefferson Medical
AT AUCTION AND PRIVATE
' U*
College recently. Senorita Lucia
Manx valuable horses die from the NORTHWESTERN TATTERS ALLS, 1 to » Monroe.
, Zarata, & sprightly brunette, is a fraction effects of colic. Tho best thing to do in a case
AWNINGS. TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
under twenty inches high and weighs of this kind is to pour a bottle of Johnson'n
Anodyne Liniment into a loog-nffllod juqk bot- GILBERT HUBBARD A CO., 202 to 208 South WaUt
five pounds in her elegant street costle. add half-pint of molneiefl 4b d water, th<n
DESIGNER AND ENGRAVER ON WOOD.
tume, which includes complete female pour the whole down the hone's throat. In
J. MANZ. M LaSalle, oor. Waghlngton.
garb, from a bonflet down ' to the/mod- ten mind tea the horse wfll begin to eat.
ENGRAVER AND DIE SINKER,STENCILS AND STOCK.
em gaiter, the Utter being leas' than
L
BOOHB.171 K. Randolph.
The Ohio State Fair tw irdnd the first
three inches long. It was explained
premium
for
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Ohio
Valley Piano ENGRAVER SEALS. PRESSES, STEEL AND BRASS
that she' was born at San Carlos, near
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C< mpiiiy. of R plr-y. They are manufacturers
the City of Vera Cruz, Mexico, and that
of tho celebrated Valley (iem. tho most popular 0. II. HANSON, 39 South Clark.
her parents were both large and healthy iujitnunout now atjUj jp the West.
ENGRAVERS ON WOOD, Etc.
persons. She speaks Spanish fluently,
SEARS BROS. A CO., 8.W. cor. Clark and Washington.
Parsons’ Purgative Pills will greatly
and understandsa smattering of the
FLOWERS AND STRAW GOODS -SPECIAUY.
English tongue. Gen. Mite will bo 12 relieve, if not entirelycure, dyspep-na when
everythingelse fails., They have been tried in DALY, HENROflN A 00.. M4tnd 141 W*b*th«v.
years old on the 6th of October. He
some desperate cases, ana have given more
GRASS AND FIELD SEEDS.
> was born it Green, Chenango county. relief than any other medicine.
ALBERT DICKINSON,117 Uil Kind*.
N. Y., his parents bearing the name of
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are
HARDWARE AND' CUTLERY—WHOLESALE
Flinn, the father, who accompaniesthe
uso^
and ipdp|?edby the best hotels, oonfeo- EDWIN HU#T A SONS, (8 and 80 Lake.
diminutive, weighing 171 pounds, and
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Burnett’s Cocoaine.
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the mother 135 pounds. At his birth tionbr^ jriofera,and /the lint flamilieaIn the
. %
the General weighed two and one-half
pounds. His avoirdupois now is nine
$8 A PafrleXi&Bamplafr«A H. Albtrt. Borton.Ms
pounds ; height, twenty- two inches. He
is a blonde. The General were a full
$10c Udofn P*0,Feito ^ Oo*
ball-room costume, consisting of black
coat and pantaloons, white vest and
white necktie. During his visit to the
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Your “ Cocoaine " is the only dreuing for the hair
used in my family for th* last eight years, h not

IRRITATION OF THE SCALP.

It

Sept. 13.
I purchased a bottle only, for the purpose of n hair
dressing;hut, to my surprise, it has entirely removed
the irritation of so long standing.I have recommended it to severalof my friends, who were afflicted
in the same way, and it has wholly irradicatedthe
JOSEPH HILL, Jr.
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Hay or Stock Scale In use. Full Information upon application.
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only stopped my wife’s hair from coming out, but increased its growth. lam also under obligations to
thissame “ Cocoaine " for saving my own hair, which
was very fast coming out previous to using this
valuablepreparation. J. C. MITCHELL,

JOSEPH DCRNETT A
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raiion as n dressing,knowing many |>er»ons who re.
carded it very highly as such, but never before knew
how valuableit was as a restorative.
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New York, Sept. 31.
For some time past I have been using your Cocoaine, and think it far preferable to anything I have
ever used for the
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the size of their bodies,

and

their intel-

ligence surpasses their size. At the con-

clusion of the Professor’sremarks the
General shook hands all round, and the
pert Miss bowed and threw kisses at the
gallantswith whom she had been coquetting.

The Indians remaining on the reservations in the Black Hills country, the
several branches of the Sioux, the Arnpahoes and the Cheyennes, have all at
last been persuaded to agree to the new
arrangement, giving up all theitf territorial claims in that quarter, and removing to the Indian territory, back of
Arkansas,and settlingdown as individual
farmers rather than continuing as roaming tribes. The absence of the fighting
bands, the taking away of arms and ammunition, the holding out of glittering
promises, and probably the bribing of
the contractors and whites living among
the Indians,who have gained their confidence and secured much influence over
them, have doubtlessall contributedto
this important and revolutionaryresult.
Some of the leading chiefs objected
stronglyto the agreement,and 1 made
eloquent speeches in protest and in
sharp criticism of the manner in which
they had heretoforebeen treated by the
Government. But their mutual jealousies and ambitions, their fears and
hopes, were played upon adroitly, and
all, one after another, came int* the arrangement Most likely there will be
more difficultyin removing them to the
new country than there has been in getting them to agree to go. But as a part
of the means to the end, Gen. Crook is
refitting his forces for a winter cam-
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treatmebt.oemtlrairf of cure, etc.
Oil. L. II.

Audn-eH

Detroit. Mloh

A, CURLEY’S “BLACK HILLS.”
(h

laiuk, glUDK uiaDuer of

bestsell-

The True

St.,

fl

world. One sample free.

rAddreee JAV

UOLUBK. kAli*m

KIVK

O^IKTOER.
CURE flSSUREDSr^r4t

KHElC TO ALL
Inga, with

.

’:::p /.rniCA PBESO CO., 63Man>y

-------/re* to Aaenti. Bettor than
_______ Gold. Addreea A. COULTER * OO.. OhJoagq

__ _

the m story of the Indian question.

A Maine Man’s

id

83

Gnat Senaatton. Sample

‘‘GLITTERING GOLD.

The Indian Question.

a

WATCHES. A

u

MB ALL, Proprietor.

a

. .

'•

1

.

j|

II

II
U

By Mbs. boKXELirs.and you wUl save many Uraas its
month. This book is an aheaye reliable guide
fad the *oknowlodgedbtandahd for all m*U*re reooet every

leting to the cooking department or that of tb* bousekeeper. It *ko contains valuable information indlsfty the mnnagement of th* aiok-room,treatment of infante, etc. .etc. It i* the moat popular and

$15 SHOT CUN sffltttbour.S

Vmn" lie^ost iellcMe Belize to
leoiher. It ka* a new cautblaai
nnu caw, and ba* a transverse ___

gg*

WING MACHINE. Golden Wands.
THE WILSON SHUTTLE SEWnrO
MACHINE; -An excellent

811

____

lifers

pobli,hed,Bo Umiiy
.lupubivbarrelgun. Ur or ftoot actionlooks; warranted graolne twiat barrels,and a goad shooter, on Maui; with Flask
Price. fl.«0. IntoSaaved, gi.Sft. For sal* by *11
Pooch sad Ysd-catter,tor flh. Can be tent C. O. D. with priv. bookseller*, or amt by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
Ilefteto examine beforepaying bill. Send Stamp tor eirenlsrto
OO., Publishers,
P. POWELL * BON, Goa Dealers,08 Main BL, Cincinnati,0.

THOMPSON, BROWN^k

-urr.r.nWfr.'l
range of work, ----

SS&fTih.

mn

rhino

(jf

ADAPTED TO ALL Rnmft OF
WORK.”
Thin Is n* Spedml Award, AH Anesrinu
and Forelgn-aiakeMaehlnee wer* InCMW.
petltle*.

Agents Wanted.

WILSON SEWING MAOHINK

00., Manuftoeturtrs,

Ohloago, New York, New Orltana.

[OfltUU

similar to those

found

in

caves.

NEW

It is a

Board of Health.
subject for study, and we would like to
Friday, October 0, 1876.
jiave some of our ^profound” citizens to
At a meeting of the Board of Health of investigateit— i/onfpamsry Bulletin.
the City of Holland, the following mem*
bora were preaeot
Minderhout, Bruy mini, Justice Post and
Fairbanks, and Health Officer Dr. B. Lede-

Having succeededthe late firm of 0. Van Fatten
A Co., at the same stand and in the same business
having been
Id the condition wishes to advertise through the columns of the
of paymedt or a certain Indenture of Mort- N*w» his stock of
gage, dated the twenty-flfth [35] day of May, In the
year of our Lord one thonaand eijint hundred and
Goods,
seventy-two[1873], made and execated by the
Trustees of the Ftrst MethodistEpiscopalChurch
Hats
(Japs,
In Holland, [signed by William A. Bronson,chairman, and Isaac Fairbanks.Clerk of the Board of
Groceries,
Trustee*], In the City of Holland. County of Ottawa’ ?.n,r..T
°* Michigan,partiesof the firstpart,
Crockery,
and William A. Bronson of the same place.narly
of the second par*, and recorded in the office of
Flour <fc Feed.
Register of Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan,on the nineteenth [19] day
Etc., Etc.

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

MORTGAGE
SALE.
T'VEFAULT
made

boer.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

U

By Justice H. D. Post,

Raolwd, That the Chairman appoint

Diy

a Committee to examine into the necessity
and propriety of carrying out the requirements of the law with regard to reports,
and the probable expense of so doing and
report to a subsequent meeting.—Carried.
The Chair appointed as such Committee
Dr. B. Ledeboer, H. D. Post and Isaac

Ladies,

&

of July, A. D. 1873, at two o'clock In the afternoon
of said day, in Liber “W," of mortgages, on page
two hundred and eighty-nine[W9], which said
H. D. Porr,- CUrk pro-tm.
mortgage and the note therein mentioned,conditioned for yie payment of six rundred dollars and
The Sea of Alfien.
tnUrestatthe rate of ten per cent, per year, and
which said mortgage and note were ou the thirty(81) day
iy of July, In the year of our Lon one
THE WORK OP CREATING A GREAT INLAND first
thousand eh
Jght hundred and seventy-three 1878),
LAKE TO BE BEGUN NEXT YEAR.
duly assigned
.....
ed by
by ....
said William
A. Bronson to Re
n
becco Umat, of the Town of Holland. County of
A prompt delivery free of charge,
Another great engineeringwork appar- Ottawa, and State of Michigan,and which said assignment was duly recordedIn said Register's of. bo relied upon.
ently is
the eve tf accomplishment, flee on the sixth
day of March, A. D 1875. at 8
o’clock in the forenoon of said day, in Liber one
one which should transform Algiers and (1) o ‘mortgages,ou page three hundred and
the north of Africa, and exert no incon- seventy-eight (378). and which said mortgage contains a conditionthat the party of the first part
siderableinfluence
the commerce of shall and will keep the mortgage interestof the
G.
party of fie second part, or his assigns, in the
France— indeed, of the whole civilized buildings erected and to be erected up«n. the lands
Holland, Aug. 2, 1870.
world. This is the turning of the water conveyed,Insnred against loss and damage hy fire,
by insurance,and in default tiiereofltshall be lawof the Mediterranean into the deserts of ful for the party of the second part, his executors,
administrators,or assigns, toeffectsuch insurance,
Algeria, forming a great inland lake or and the premium or premiums paid for affecting
gulf, or, to be more exact, restoringthat the same shall be a lien on the said mortgaged
premiso added to the amount secured by said
which existed some 20 centuries ago. M. mortgage, and payable forthwithwith interestat
Roudaire, the originator of the scheme, is the rate of ten per cent, per annum.
And whereas, there is claimed*o be due and tina Captain on tbu French fctatf,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
Pa*d
date on said mortgage the sum of six

Also sole Agent for the

.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Youth and

This wagon Is the best wagon In use In this State,

and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac
tnred. It Is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them Just as

Misses Wear.

Board adjourned.

The Goods are

for

Full line

-

--

H

nma

13T CALL AND SEE.

on

Drs.

who hud

! al^

A0!1*™'1.
and interest on

(|AtUi.4tf)lor

dm

TWENTY-

of 1845. had proceeded jii correct suppos
sea, so that the

could

conscientiously

avail himself of the results of his predecessor’s

journey. From Gabes he pushed on

to Biskra,

240 miles distant through un-

friendly tribes, often suffering for want of
food, water, or shelter, but always taking
observations and levels.

From

Biskra he re-

turned direct to Algiers, where

his success

was warmly applauded by Gen. Chanzy,
and going to Paris he prepared, with the

ANNIS & BROEK,

Afondes that attracted much atten-

linn in the scientificworld.

HOWARD

year Capt. Roudaire was sent out to

complete his explorations,

this

time as a

of the department
of public instruction.After careful investigations and calculations verified by
competent authority, he finds the formation of the inland sea of Algeria, with a
special commissioner

lenghth of 350 kilometres, and a breadth

of

00 or, sav 210

by

80 miles, to be not

only feasible but most desirable. A

for-

mal repoit was made a month ago, another, more extended, and accompanied
hy a map on the scale of 1-100,000, is
shortly to he filed, and the work will probably bt begun next year.

government

will

bear

its

The

Tunisian

of

share

the ex-

penses, which are estimatedat from

80,-

000,000 to 100,000,000 francs.

Wonden of

an

Alabama Lake.

and Fancy Articles.

to the acre.

Howard A McBride.

he

will

rvKFAULT

.

Jacob Knits.

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
When I was in Holland City. I stopped at the car tying on this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
JJTNA HOUSE, and l mu say that I hod not had where I can be found at all times, and where I will

keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
Freeh Meat*, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to sec all our old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
induce them to purchasetbeirdaily rations wit!
me.

I will

sell cheaper

!>een increased from time to lime, until

now

it

has

a

crust

sufficiet ly

strong and

rich to produce dne corn, though

it

hu

to

be cultivated by hand, as it is not strong
enough to hear the weight of a horse.
While nooning, the field hands catch
great Strings of delicatefish by merely
punching a hole through the earth. A
person rising on his heel and coming

down

suddenly can see the growing corn shake
all

around him. Any one having the

strength to drive a nfil through this crust
will find
[>ear

on releasing it that

it will disap-

entirely.The whole section of coun-

Holland. Feb.

small at

14,

1874.

Although brackish, the

tastes as

if fresh, and wc have no doubt

BOTTOM PBICES.
!

m’mfrntm JllHt onblished,a new

edition of
Dr. Culvenrell'i
Celebrated Essay on
the radical core (without medicine)
of Spermatorreea or Seminal Weak-

1

The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty yeara’ auccessful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abnsemay be radicallycured without the dangerous use of Internalmedicine or the application
of the knife; pointingout a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, h? means of which
everysufferer.nomatter what his conditionmay
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stumps.

Mlder

ami taeltf,

Address the Pubiishers.

F.

Offers his services as such to the public and will
guarantee his work for moderatecharges. Having
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Joslin
A Breyman, baa now started for himself in the
store of Xr I. ALBSI8, at

No. 52, Eighth

41 Ann

Of

Sept. 25. 1870.

Vet these

fish

are eyeless and scululcss—

Mich.. July 30, A. D. 1876.

CAROLINE A.GARRETSON.Mortgagee.
Howard & McBride.

Atl'ye

for Mortgagee.

1875.

BOOTS & SHOES

!

H.

I

have on hand a large stock of

Boots and Shoes

,

Of the neatest styles and best qualities which

Wiw York; Post Office Box. 4586.

offer at

greatly reduced prices.

J. O.
pur

Will be on band to wait ou hia friends and cu»
turners and

And we are

confident we can satisfy all whe

W IJKHUIJSKN,

want

Makes Custom Work a

Albkkb.

J.

Planing, Matching,

crockeryT
after this

date,

intend to devote to this

I

line of

trade the necessary attention,

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to

who

A

D. B. K.

STEAM

IDIR/y KILlsT
AND THE DRYING OF LUMP EL
WE SHALL MAKE A
DOORS, SASH

H.

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

•. *6
|

Holland, Mich.,

Sept.

25,

1870.

Van den Bf.ro,
Peter Bhaam.

J.

ANTI-SIMMS

m

EMUANT

PILL',

Michigan House,
-

Chas. Hall,

Have a specific influence apon the Liver
Bowels, and stimnlate these organa into such vhorous action that the impedlmente are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all frrogutaritlaaoriginating from
impurities of the Blood.

SOLO -A.T Wholesale and Betail
—

-

reopened.

WALSH,

II.

Druggist.

Holland, Mich.
Proprietor.

Holland. Mich., Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf

:o: -.‘-n
1 have opened a restaurant In this hotel, located
near the Chicago depot, m-xtdoor lotho Phmnlx
Hotel, where I will be pleased to serve the public

day0 orby the week* boardby the

—

Come and Give us a Trial

DR. SCHOUTEFS

am

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on short
norite.

large

Salt Pork,

VAN RAALTE.

SPECIALITY.

buy -sets or in large

Eighth St.

Specialty.

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

those

Bakker

Most Approved Patterns;

the

B,n8le

or

Transients $1.00 per day.
Boanibytheweek at
at all
I

a

reasonablerate! Meal*

hours on the counter at 25 cents.

am

daily receipt of fresh oysters, which I
sale by the can, dozen, or hall-dozen.

In

offer for

The Oyster business will
be my special effort.
: ~

Dated: Holland.

easy.

I

CALL AND SEE.

Holland, Mich.,

Water

but that it is anything else than stagnant.

I offerforsale Lot 8. Block 41, bclngon the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new, It is a desirablelocation for any kind of bulslness. Terms
D. TE ROLLER.
Hollani , Mich., March 3,
3-tf

Brngman & Son.
St

Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jewbusiness, and Mr. Wljkhuljscntothe Watcnes.
However, each of them will wait on the pub ic in
absence of the other. They have a large and beautiful stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
In re-building our new shop we have
for sale cheap.
chased entire new Machinery,
elry

Fresh

°r

and LOT.

-0-»'

FHCEIsrXX
Street.
Planing Mill.

USTEW
Meat Market.

o"”

HOUSE, STORE

0^

—

",e

HIGGINS.

FOR SALE!

This Le- tnre should be in the bands of
every youth and every man in the land.

No.

in

B. P.

colly.

Vaarwerk.

.“ittVor aist3

2w

46 2-s

HANBOOB : BOW 10ST, BOW RESTORED

1

ZiATtW

outlet?

Copies, large and

than any

Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.

Ware

fthUT’n

surronwUng this

am now preparedto take

JACOB KUITK.

ImMims

bc ,#ken t0 foreclose toe same.
field gives evidence Fhe following Is the
description of the lands and
Pork,
least shower of rain P!*®,1*6*.***PPoars in said mortg igeto-wlt:All that
°r P*w*l of land, situate In the City and every thing else belongingto there line of
produces an abundance of mud. But the Ml
t5e £?5nir nf °rt*Wa und state of busine*. By promptness and fair dealing we will
followa to-wlt; Lot endeavor to establish ourselves and Invoke the
question comes up. , Hag not this body an nnw&H
well wishes of the community at lar^e.
try

Portland, Maine.

Photographs, Tin-Types,

ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedimenta to
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption. Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.

Rockingham and Yellow

of marshiness, and the

I

one in this City.

Wijkhiijsen,

o’clock In the afternoon of said day in Liber quantities.
seventeen HfJ of mortgages on page five hundred
and seventy-three[678]. and wherca* there is
claimed to be dne and vnpaid at thia date on said
mortgage the sum of five hundred and forty dollars
in
supplies.
and twenty two cents, ($540,221for principal and
o. j.
interest,and no aalt or proceedingseither in law
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
nr eqnlty having been commenced to recoverthe
same or any part thereof: Now therefore notice is
hereby given that on
the SIXTEENTH
day of OCTOBER, in the year of oar Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-alx, at one o'clock
in the afternoon of taid da?, at the frontdoor of the
count? court house. In the City of Grand Haven. In
aaid County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,that
being the place for holding the Circuit Court for
said county, there will be sold at public auction or
vendue to the highest bidder the premisea described
76,
in said mortgage, or so much thereofas may be
necessary to satisfythe amount due and payable
o
on said mortgage, with the Interestthereon at the
rate or ten per cent per annum, payable annually,
The underaignedhave opened a Meat Market in
and all the legal costa and charges of such fore- alultera’Store, two doors East of L. T. Kanters’
closure and sale and alao an attorney fee of twenty- Book Store, where they will keep conatantlyon
a!.pr?]rLdedfor,n M,d mmtgage In case hand a choice assortmentof fresh and salted meats

MONDAY

6

BOTTOM PRICES

t

at five

accumulated vegetable matter, which has

IMy

Addresa, THE CENTENNIAL RECORDS

A Good Hotel.

From and

SALS.

having been made in the condition
1 / of the payment ofacerlain Indenture of mort
find it to fill with water, and hy using a gage, bearing date the ninth day <if April, in the
hook and line fish four and five inches year of Lord one thonaand eight hundred and s*venty-two [1873]. made and ex cuted by Hendrick1
long can be caught. These fish are differ- MeengsandArentjeMeenga, Ms wife, of the City of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa aud State of
ent from others in not having either scales Michigan,parties of the first part and Caroline
Or eyes, and are perch-like in shape. The A. Garretaon, wife of Rev. John Garretaon, of New
Brunswick,New Jersey, party of the second pan,
gtound is a black marl, alluvial in is na- and recorded in. the office of the Register of Deeds
in and for thr Oonnty of Ottawa and Htat* of
ture, and in all probability at one time it
Michigan, on the flrtt day of May In the year of our
was an open bodv of water, on which was Lord one thonsandeight bundled and sevmty-two,
hole the depth of a spade handle

Meat Market,

Atty't for Mortgagee:

KOBHUGE

If any one will take the trouble to dig a

•n detail. Everybody want* it

DOESBURG.

We invite our friendsand the pub ic generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T.E. ANNIS, M. D.
A. BROEK. M. D.

Creek, near Six-mileStation, is

produce thirty or forty bushels

1

Hair and

-

At the Dickinson Place, on Bullard lowing described lands >0 wit: Lots numbered
three i3) aud four (4) in sectionnumber-d twentva ten acre two (22) in township nurabored five (ft) north of
field which is nothing more nor less than range numbered fifteen[f5] west In the Countv oi
Ottawa and State of Michigan, containingeightya subterranean lake, covered w.th soil four and fifty-three hundredthsacres, more or less,
according to the U, 8. survey.
about eighteen inches deep. On the soil
Dated- Holland, Mich.. July 30th, A. D. 1876.
is cultivateda field of corn, which will
I HARLEb H. MONROE, Mortnuott*

y

he whole people feel great InterestIn their Coun8. inleDn
B'rthday,and want to know all
about It. An elegantpatriotic crayon drawing
premium picture is presented free to each sul>scrtbjT.It is eutitled, “In remembrance of the
i* Anniversary of the Independence
of the United 8utes." Size. 28 hy 30 inches. Any
All the leading Fatent Medicinesin the market. one can become a successlut ag-nt, forbnt show
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in the paper and picture aud hundredsof subscribers
bottle or by measure.
are easily obtained everywhere. There is no business that will pay like this at present. We have
J. O.
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
Holland, Mich., July 2fl, 1876.
day and upwards. Now la the time: don’t delay.
Rememberit costs nothingto give the businesss
trial. Send for circulars,terms, and sample copy
of paper, which are sent free to all who apply ; do
it to-day. Complete outfit free to those who decide to engage. Farmers and mechanlca,and their
boiis and daughtera mnke the very beat of agents.

the conditions

DAY

Itecord.the largestpublication in the United Htatee
16 uages. 64 columns; Elegantly illustrated;
Terms
only $1 per year. The Record Is devotedto whatever Is of interestconnected with the Centennial
'ear -The Great Exhibition at Philadelphiais-

Counter, Cloth,

of the payment of a certain Indenture of

MONDAY

pure..

Chamois Skius,

Prescription- carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock is all first-class, and
we offer it to the public cheap for cash.

Mortgage Sale.
Mortgage, bearing date the twcnty-flrstday of Oc
tober. in the year of unr Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-seven.Made and executed by
John Roost aud Aleida Roost of the City of Holland in the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, partiesof the first part, and Charles H. Monroe of the same place party of the second part, and
recorded in th office of the Register of Deeds, in
and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan on the twenty-second
day of November, in the
year of our Lord one th meand eight hundred and
•Ixty-seven, at four o’clockin the afternoonof
said day, in Liber “N” of Mortgages on page one
hundred and twenty-two And whereas there is
claimed to be due and unpaid at this date on said
mortgage the sum of three hundred a-d two dollars and forty-fourcents, for principal,and interest,
and no suit or proceedings either in aw, or equity,
having been commencea t • recover the same, or
any part thereof. Now therefore, notice is hereby
given that «»n
the SIXTEENTH
of OCTOBER, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six, a1 one o’clock
In the afternoon of said day, at the front door of
the County Court House, In the City of Grand Haven In Mid Count? of Ottawa and ttate
St
of Mlcht
gan,
in, that being the place for holding
holdin„ the
...„ Circuit
Court
jurt for said county, there will be s .id
.Id at public
nation or vendue to the highest bidder the premiaes described In said mortgage or so ranch thereof as ma? be necessary to satisfy the amount due
and payable on said mortgage,with Interest thereon at the rate ot eight per cent, and all the legal
costs and charges of said foroelosare and sale. The
following l« the description of the lauds and prem
ises as appears in said mortgage,to-wit: The fol-

strictly

Paint Brushes.

A*«lqnet of taid Mortgage.

in

Oils

Trusses,

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

A McBRIDEV

FhEFAULT having been made

and

other. Medicineswarrantedto be

DEALERS IN

Atty'i tor AtHgnee.

The govern- YJ

ment entered warmly into the scheme, and
last

FLIEMAN.

I- THI WQSXIHfl CLASS.— We can furnish yon
employment at which yon can make very large pay,
in your own localities, without being awav from
home over nlrht. Agents wanted in every town and
wmnty to take subscribersfor The t'entennisl

-

Paints

0pp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store,

E.

and valuable paper for the Becue

Dnm

da

J.

Holland. September 1, 1875.

Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any

such a good meal in four weeks as I hud there.
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and The accommodations were first-classand meals
seventy-six (1675), at one o’clockin the afternoon better than I had found for a long while previons.
of said day. at the rent door of the County Court therefor I can recommendthat House to every
House, in the City of Grand Haven, in said County • ravel er and to the public generally.You will find
of Ottawa and Stale of Michigan,that being the the Landlord very accommodaMngsnd his prices
place for holding the Circuit Court for said county. are very low. Go to thojEtna House for a good
Said mortgaged p emises to be sold are described meal and low prices.
A Commercial Traveler, of New York City.
in said mortgage,as follows, to wit : All of those
certain nieces or parcels of land situateand be.ng
N. B. When you stoo in Hollandgo to the .Etna
in the City of Holland, in the Coun'y of »<naw , House for a good meal and accommodation. I can
and State of Michigan, and described as follows,to recommend this House to the traveler and the
wit: Lot numbered fourteen (14) and the west half public.
of lot numbered -fifteen ( 5) in block numbered (39)
in said city, according to the map thereof of record
in the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
County.Michigan,as of the Village of Holland.
Dated. Holland, Mich.. July 27, A. D. I8’ti.
REBECCA GltOAT.

approval of the minister of war, a long,
clear,

EIGHTH STREET.

Medicines,

what

as to the inland

„

with neatnc*

and dispatch. -

Drugs,

-i

principal
naid mort
velopment of Algiers his particular siudy; gage, and the aura of ten dollars ($10) for Infurance effectedand paid by the assignee of this mortin 1872 he resolved to explore the country gage.
And whereas,the said raorteage contains n confor himself and ascertain,if possible, dition that when any proceedings shall be taken to
foreclose
said mortgage by virtue of the power of
benefits, commercial and political,
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of twentvwould accrue to France from opening up five dollars as a solicitor’s or attorney’s fee shiill
paid by the party of the
part tofhepartv
an inland sea. Having obtained the ne- be
of the second part, and all the legal cost- and
cessary furlough, with recommendations charges of such foreclosure and sale. In case proceedings shall be taken to foreclosethe same, and
to colonial authorities,he set out on his no suit at law or in chancery having been instito recoversaid debt, or »ny part thereof.
mission, but his*efforts were so poorly tuted
Now. therefore,notice is hereby given, that by virseconded by them and they so exaggerated tue of the power of sale containedin said mort
gage and of the statutes in such case made and
the dangers and difficulties of the work of provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by
a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much
exploration, that finally he set out unescortthereof as is necessa y to satisfythe amount due
ed on a trip that was to last 18 months upon said mortgage aforesaid,for principaland interest, said sum of insurance, premium, and attorand he full of vicissitudes.He was some- ney fee. and the costs and expensesof foreclosure
what aided at the outset by the discovery and sale allowed by law, at public auctionor vendue to the highest bidder, on the
that Capt. Picot de Ste. Marie, in his route FOURTH (34) DAY OF OCTOBER, in the year

latter explorer

Warranted.

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

imtu.

ui

• •

70,

NO.

!

made the geography and commercialde-

itions

Work

General Blacksmlthlng done

VAN PUTTEN.

„

.

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

DOESBmtG,

J. 0.

for

1, 1870.

All

can

wanaoty

one year. Wagona of my
own mannfactnrs I will
sell

the Winter trade.

for

Holland, Jan.

PRICES ABE LOW.

1

on

cheap, and give a written

first-class

etc.

Gents,

^

Fairbanks.

PLIEMAI,

E HEROLD, Top or Open Buggies

G. Van Fatten.

ilrwj Uttlredwfwents.

Ranters,

& SHOES J.

(BOOTS

!

manufacturerof

:

Mayor Van Lnudegend, Aid.

FIRM

y

—

-

--

Choice Cigars

O •-

and Liquors aX-

wajfS on hand.

4v

Holland* 8epf.

80,

1870.

CHAS. HALL.

Nathan Kenyon, Banker,
HOLLAND, MICH. r
Does

a

general Banking, Exchange, and Col-

lection buaiuesa. Collections made on all points
In the United States and Europe. Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All business entrustedto. me ahal) nave prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject

to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Enropt
sold at
105 tf

my

offir

e.

N.

KENYON.

FOB SALE.
A 8 Acre Frnlt Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, .100 Currant bnshos; Strawberries:
Pears. Apple, Quince, cheetnnb Mulberry,ApprL
cot. Cherry and Peach trees. In bearing.
No money required down Inqnln* or
J.

Holland, A|

rll1fl•

VAN LAN IDKG END.

